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Anacortes Brewery-Anacortes 
Sunrise IPA (ABV 6.2%/ IBU 70) 
This bright modern style IPA is augmented with Lupulin powder packing a juicy citrus aroma. 
Skagit Valley Alba malt, Vienna malt, wheat and rye combine for a medium mouth feel. Late 
addition Citra, Simcoe and Mosaic hops add a bold, crisp finish. 

 
Klosterbier (5.3% ABV / 3 IBU) 
Smooth, dark lager originally brewed at the Anacortes Brewery under the guidance of the 
visiting brewmaster of The Kalt Loch Brewery in Bavaria. Inspired by a dark lager brewed for 
the Engelberg Monastery. Delicately hopped with Perle hops, this beer has become a local 
favorite. 

 
Saison de la Sorciere (5.4% ABV) 
A refreshing Saison to bring us into Summer! Our version is hopped with a specialty blend of 
Palisade, Simcoe, Lorel and Mosaic and was brewed by members of the Pink Boots Society for 
International Women's Day. 

 
Tripel Vision (9.9% ABV) 
Our Belgian Trippel adheres to traditional guidelines with it's pale straw color from mostly 
pilsner malt and it's high alcohol content. The aromas and flavors of peach nectar blend with 
characteristic Belgian yeast spiciness to make your lips sing! 

 
Cask Apricot Sunrise (ABV 6.2% / IBU 70) 
Our cask conditioned Sunrise IPA prepared with an apricot puree. 

Aslan Brewing-Bellingham 
Batch 15 IPA (6.7% ABV) 
This hazy, juicy IPA is hopped heavily with Citra and Simcoe, then paired with choice 
American wheat and two-row barley. Intentionally unfiltered to spotlight the rawness of 
organic hops, this IPA is less bitter but more flavorful and balanced than most West Coast 
versions. 

 
Alligator Suitcase Double IPA (7.5 % ABV) 
Alligator Suitcase graces your palate with pungent notes of ripe honeydew and cantaloupe. 
Brewed with a heavy dose of Amarillo hops and a small portion of Cascade and Hallertau 
Blanc, this beer is a one way ticket to hop heaven. It features a very large portion of Vienna 
and oat malts, which hold up and accentuate the ripe melon flavors from the hops. Possibly 
the dankest IPA we have released to date. 

 
Disco Lemonade Berliner Weisse (4.5% ABV) 
The People's Champagne is back! Brewed in the Berliner Style, this sour weisse (white) beer 
uses Pilsner malt from Skagit Valley along with a large volume of wheat, then fermented with 
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Lactobacillus and our house ale strain. We create this beer every year as a toast to Summer. 
So raise your glasses and cans - It’s time to celebrate! 

 
Satan's Airport Imperial Milk Stout w/ Coffee (9.5% ABV) 
Massive and insane, this Imperial Milk Stout was brewed with over 60 lbs of custom roasted, 
organic Guatemalan coffee beans from our friends at Doma Coffee Roasting Company. Pitch 
black in color, malty and smooth, the chocolate is complemented with deep coffee notes that 
linger on the palate. This beer is over the top in all the right ways! 

 
Aslan Pils (4.8% ABV) 
This pilsner style lager is produced in the Northern German tradition. Brewed with 100% 
Skagit Valley Pilsner and Czech Saaz. Bright minerality, soft bread, and a distinct bitterness 
make this beer a true classic. 

 
Rotating Tap + Bottle Pours 
Come check out our rotating tap of special releases and limited bottle pours of mixed 
fermentation projects from the Aslan Depot barrel house 

At Large Brewing-Everett 
In Charge Imperial IPA (9.3% ABV/ 65 IBU) 
So, you think you're in charge, not if this IIPA has its way with you. This one is dry hopped in 
two stages with several of your favorite C hops. At a sneaky 9+% with intense hop aroma and 
pleasant malt backbone, it will make you question who's the boss. 

 
North Everett - NE IPA (6.7% ABV) 
What does NE stand for, you ask? Well taste this & tell us what “YOU” think. Simcoe, 
Falconer’s Flight & Mosaic with large amounts of oats & flaked barley send our message that 
if you are looking for that got to have New England style IPA, it’s here in North Everett @ At 
Large. 

 
Hitting On All 6 IPA (6.5% ABV/ 68 IBU) 
This is truly hitting on all 6, performing at 100% in nose and flavor. For all you hop lovers, this 
one will not disappoint. Citra and Mosaic dry hopped 

 
Empty Suite Saison (6.8% ABV/ 25 IBU) 
Citra hops & spicy notes from the yeast, blend together causing the perfect combo for both 
IPA & Saison lovers. Light body, notable hop presence & just enough funk! 

 
Back Stabbing Bitch (B. S. B.) - Belgian Golden Strong Ale (8.5% ABV/ 24 IBU) 
We reined this one in a bit, but we still feel the need to add a disclaimer. Don't let this 
deceptively sweet beer fool you, it goes down easy and in some cases so do the one's 
drinking it. Feel free to ask the brewer's or even their friends, there's always a great story 
behind it. 
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I'd Tap That Blonde (4.8% ABV/ 21 IBU) 
This is our house favorite, due to its drinkability, low malt notes and crisp finish. Cascade and 
Centennial hops compliment this beer. 

 
Porter of Everett-Porter (7% ABV/ 35 IBU) 
Our porter brewed with the Port of Everett as our backdrop. This one is robust with hints of 
chocolate and a balanced combo of roasted malt flavors. 

 
Bonnie Session IPA (4.8% ABV/42 IBU) 
I would catch this one while you can. This aggressively dry hopped light malt full flavored 
session with an outstanding aroma is a deceptive IPA masking as a Blonde... Featuring 
Mosaic hops as one of the many used. 

 
(Fri) Big Bare, No Bite Imperial IPA (10.5% / 80 IBU) 
It's all in the name, a triple IPA with all the hop flavor and nose without the intense hop bite 
that will never leave. The subtle sweet presence from the complex grain bill along with huge 
aroma and flavor from 5 varieties of hops, Amarillo, Cascade and Simcoe, just to name a few. 

Bad Jimmy’s Brewing-Seattle 
Cocoa Vanilla Porter (6.5% ABV / 17 IBU) 
A light bodied porter with Chocolate and Vanilla 
Finished with Cascade Hops 

 
Cucumber Lime Blonde (6.7 % ABV / 19 IBU) 
An American Blonde Ale brewed with fresh cucumber and a splash of lime just for balance. 
No tart finish, just smooth, crisp and refreshing. We call it "The Spa Beer". 

Bale Breaker Brewing-Yakima 
Leota Mae IPA India Pale Ale (6.2% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Introducing our fourth year-round beer available in six-packs and on draught! Leota Mae 
joins the Bale Breaker lineup with a fresh take on a heavily hopped West Coast IPA. With late 
additions of Ekuanot™ and Mosaic®, this beer veers into dank, tropical territory, highlighting 
the aromatic power of these two Yakima-bred varietals. 
Our great-grandparents planted hops in the Yakima Valley in 1932. The matriarch of our 
family, Leota Mae, worked sunrise to sunset cultivating the land we still farm today. This beer 
pays tribute to our family’s legacy and the woman who started it all. Cheers, Leota Mae, 
here's your IPA. 

 
Peach, Love & Happiness Blonde Ale (5.5% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Named for the summer peaches that thrive in Konnowac Pass just south of the brewery, this 
blonde ale was made with over 200 gallons of peach puree and a dash of still-experimental 
hop HBC 344. Stonefruit, citrus, and floral aromas and balanced honey malt character. 
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Lazy L Premium Lager (5.2% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Dating back to the early 1900’s, “Lazy L” was the cattle brand of B.T. and Leota Loftus, the 
great-grandparents of brewery owners Meghann, Kevin, and Patrick Smith. This easy-drinking 
lager honors their legacy with aromas of hay, green tea, & lemon and an approachable 
bitterness. 

Bastion Brewing-Anacortes 
Joe's Big Dumb Triple IPA (11.5% ABV / 1 billion IBUS) 

 
Madeline Saison (5.1% ABV/ 24 IBU) 

Beardslee Public House-Bothell 
Makers Mark Bourbon Barrel Aged Sidewinder Stout (7.2% ABV / 65 IBU) 
Dark and rich with bold roastiness, notes of roasted coffee, hints of dark chocolate, and lots 
of barrel produced vanilla tannins from ageing for 4 months in 2 makers mark private select 
signature “John Howie” Kentucky bourbon barrels . “Sidewinder” is a limb or sapling that is 
bent under a tree that has been felled. 

 
Jerry IPA (7.5 % ABV / 80 IBU) 
Jerry features predominantly Columbus, Simcoe, Amarillo and Citra hops. It is further dry 
hopped with a lot of Amarillo hops to make this bright crisp India Pale Ale burst with tropical 
& citrus notes. 

 
Orange Creamsickle Ale (5.8% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Contains lactose sugar. A light blonde ale that was treated to vanilla beans and both sweet 
and bitter orange peel. The addition of lactose (milk sugar) rounds out this easy sipper. 

 
Monka Coffee Ale (5.4% ABV / 24 IBU) 
Contains Lactose Sugar. “Monka” is a coffee roasted by Victor’s Celtic coffee roasters in 
Redmond, WA. We cold brewed the beans before infusing it into our ale made with a delicate 
hop profile, pale malts and a hint of lactose to highlight the delicious coffee flavor and add a 
slight creaminess. 

Bellevue Brewing-Bellevue 
Pilsner (5.0% ABV / 29 IBU) 
Our incredible Pilsner is refreshing with balanced herbal hops and subtle notes of cashew and 
water biscuit. 

 
Imperial IPA (9.3% ABV / 87 IBU) 
Incredible aromatics and complex, smooth malt support this massive hop-forward ale 
featuring intense floral, grapefruit and spruce character 
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Vanilla Scotch Ale (7.7% ABV / 32 IBU) 
This Scotch is rich, full bodied caramel goodness with hints of cashew, hazelnut, toffee and 
features organic Madagascar Vanilla. 

 
Sudo Hazy IPA (5.0% ABV / 65 IBU) 
Bellevue Brewing's newest IPA is amazingly refreshing, featuring tropical hops that gives way 
to hints of passionfruit, orange and guava (P-O-G), but the star is a mischievous Mosaic Hop 
finish. 

Bellwether Brewing-Spokane 
Eclectic Feel (5.5% ABV / 20 IBU) 
An eclectic combination of oat pale ale, clover honey braggot, and gruit ale make an easy 
drinking beer that bridges Old World and modern brewing. Honey and malt are co- 
fermented at about equal ratios. A botanical blend (gruit) of hops, black pepper, birch bark, 
lemon verbena, and basil are added late in boil at moderate quantities for an easy drinking 
beer fit for any season or occasion. 

 
March Hare's Mad Gruit Ale (5.9% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Old World meets New World in this IPA-inspired gruit (botanical blend) ale fit for spring and 
warming weather. Hops, rose buds, catnip, hibiscus flowers, and lemongrass make for an 
easy first time botanical beer or a standard you'll always want in your glass. 

 
Patrick Horn (5.5% ABV / 18 IBU) 
A brown porter that's easy to throw back in the heat of summer or the dead of winter. A bit 
of roast, a little sweet up front with a dry finish. A reliable, always complimentary, solid beer 
just like the man it was named for. 

 
Rotating tap... check out what we have on! 
We'll be rotating a Doppelbraggot (braggot version of doppelbock with bochet alfalfa 
honey)... Dankberry Braggot (raspberry blossom honey, raspberry fruit, and catnip)... Smoked 
ESB (100% ancient landrace grain grown in Washington state and apple-wood-smoked to 
perfection)... Cochinito Lager (amber lager with lime zest and juice)... and more, more, more! 

Big Barn Brewing-Mead 
Rye-tious Whiskey Barrel Aged Rye IPA (6.8% ABV / 56 IBU) 
Our Dirt Road Rye IPA gets even a bit more country after aging in a Woodinville Rye Whiskey 
Barrel 

 
Campesino Tropical IPA (5.5% ABV / 62 IBU) 
This hazy IPA makes summer happen all year! 

 
Mead Honey Lager (5.1% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Local honey lingers on your tongue in this light, crisp, seasoned lager. 
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Bluff Top Belgian ABV (6.3% ABV / 16 IBU) 
Homade Belgian candy with juniper, coriander and orange zest spice make this farmhouse 
Belgian lightly refreshing. 

 
Miss Maggie’s Lavender IPA (6.1% ABV / 81 IBU) 
Farm fresh Middachten culinary lavender and Amarillo Hops create a uniquely delicious IPA. 

Big Block Brewery-Sammamish 
Raspberry Blonde (5.1% ABV) 
Award winning fruit beer with real Washington Raspberries 

 
Mosaic Pale Ale (5.8% ABV / 45 IBU) 

Red Ale (6.2% ABV) 

(FRI) Dark Chocolate Stout (7.6% ABV) 
Real dark chocolate added to secondary 

 
(FRI) Bourbon barrel aged Russian Imperial Stout (10.3% ABV / 65 IBU) 
Aged 16 months 

 
(FRI) Passion Fruit Sour (5.4% ABV) 
Traditional kettle sour with real passion fruit added in secondary 

 
(SAT) Bourbon Barrel Aged Scotch Ale (8.1% ABV) 
Aged 9 months. 

 
(SAT) Saturday Pineapple Habanero Pale ale (5.8% ABV) 

Black Raven Brewing-Redmond 
Beaktweaker IPA (6.5% ABV) 
A firm bitterness combines with citrus hop characteristics accented by the addition of black lemon, 
orange peel and lemon peel. 6.5% ABV 

 
Hochzeit Pilsner (5% ABV) 
The Hochzeit Pilsner is Black Raven’s summer seasonal lager. Brewed each year in limited quantity, 
this clean and crisp lager is the perfect summer treat. 

 
Updraft Pale (5.5% ABV) 
This modern take on a classic style is built on a pale malt profile with some newer hop varietals. These 
hops contribute a range of flavors and aromatics from light citrus to various tropical fruits. 5.5% ABV 

 
Kitty Kat Blues (5.5% ABV) 
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We took our Pale Ale and turned the screws a bit with the addition of dried blueberries, vanilla beans 
and hibiscus. The result is one easy drinking beer that finishes like this morning's blueberry muffin. 

 
Westland Feather Weather Mocha Stout (8% ABV) 
Mocha stout meets Westland Single Malt barrels. You’re welcome. 

 
Hokioi Mango and Cinnamon Pale Ale (5.5% ABV) 
Get your tiki on, updraft pale ale with a heap of mango and a touch of Saigon cinnamon. 

 
Pour Les Oiseaux Hybrid Aged Saison (6.5% ABV) 
Hybrid saison brewed with barley, wheat, rye and oats for a golden color and lightly spiced malt 
flavor. Pour Les Oiseaux is aged in French oak white wine barrels with the addition of brettanomyces. 

 
2018 Pro-Am Hoppy Dark Wheat W/ Spruce Tips (5.5% ABV) 
Citrus and piney hops meld with spruce tips and midnight wheat to create a balanced and full- 
flavored beer. 

 
(FRI) 2017 Gunpowder Plot Nitro Porter 
This oak barrel aged porter celebrates with an explosion of bourbon, chocolate, and coffee. Cheers, 
enjoy some fireworks in a glass. 6.2% ABV 

Boundary Bay Brewery-Bellingham 
(FRI) Old Bounder Barley Wine (9.7% ABV / 100+ IBU) 
A fisherman of yore, Old Bounder, sought strong ales with a vestige of the past. Upon 
discovering American barleywine, a goblet was required straightaway. Old Bounder 
barleywine is a rich, full-bodied beer with smooth caramel sweetness and bold hop character. 
The warming-alcohol content is exceptional for an after-dinner beverage or dessert pairing. 
Old Bounder is crafted for those who voyage for the finer things. Malts: 2-Row Pale | Munich 
| Carastan | Vienna. Hops: Zeus | Willamette 

 
(FRI & SUN) Inside Passage Ale Classic IPA (7.5% ABV / 78 IBU) 
IPA (India Pale Ale) has come a long way since the sad days of the British Empire. Boundary 
Bay’s was one of the first in the Northwest. The big malt backbone, juicy Amarillo hops and 
assertive bitterness make this a true classic. Malts: 2-Row Pale | Munich | Carastan | Vienna. 
Hops: Centennial | Amarillo | Cascade 

 
(SAT) Cedar Dust IPA (6.5% ABV / 66 IBU) 
Inspiration for Cedar Dust IPA hails from Bellingham’s iconic mountain bike trail on Galbraith 
Mountain. Brewed with four varieties of Washington-grown hops to encapsulate the spirit of 
the adventurous PNW. Malts: 2-Row Pale | Munich | Crystal | Chocolate | Cara Ruby | Honey 
Malt | Wheat. Hops: Zeus | Simcoe® | Centennial | Mosaic® 

 
(SAT) Ekstatik Nostratik Barrel Aged with Fruit (7% ABV / 15 IBU) 
A Lambic-style beer fermented endogenously and then barrel-aged for three years with 
rhubarb, raspberries and strawberries. Prepare yourself for an insanity of funky tartness! 
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(SAT) Abrikozen Sour (4.3% ABV / 10 IBU) 
Ripe and succulent, Abrikozen is a kettle-soured beer brewed with 100% local malt from 
Skagit Valley. Tart complexity bursts from this Fragrant, hazy sour as a result of the copious 
addition of apricot, passionfruit and Pineapple purees. Abrikozen tantalizes senses with its 
delicate funkiness, sunshine complexion and dry finish. Malts: Alba | Pilsner | Brau | Triticale 
| Vienna | Red Wheat | Hulls Hops: First Gold | Summer | Mosaic 

 
(SUN) The Boundary Smash Single Malt and Hop (6.3% ABV / 30 IBU) 
This little ray of sunshine is The Boundary SMASH. Brewed with single malt and single hop 
varieties to showcase the distinctive characteristics of Pilot barley from Skagit Valley Malting 
and the Lemondrop hop variety. Malts: Skagit Valley ‘Pilot’ Hops: Lemondrop 

 
(SUN) Frankie Sprinkles Triple IPA (12.04% ABV / 100+ IBU) 
As one of our brewers, Eddie, leaves us to raise his boys full-time, we named this Triple IPA in 
honor of the latest addition to the family. Frankie Sprinkles, the name given to him by his 
older brother, has become BB folklore! Born of experimental hops, this Triple IPA is quite the 
brute registering at 12% ABV and 100+ IBU. So, order a glass and say nite nite to this Little 
Guy. Malts: 2-Row Pale | Munich | Vienna | Wheat Hops: Sorachi Ace | #06297 | #09326 

 
BLIPA Flight #518 Hazy IPA (6% ABV / 35 IBU) 
This hazy IPA is a departure from our classic Northwest & West-Coast style IPAs. This nonstop 
tropical adventure arrives with a deep-orange haze and evocative flavors of Hawaiian 
pineapple and papaya. So, sit back, relax, and enjoy your beer. 
Malts: 2-Row Pale | Flaked Oats | Munich | Wheat Hops: Ekuanot | EX0697 | Zythos | 
Calypso 

 
Citraweisse Brerliner Weiss (4.5% ABV / 8 IBU) 
Citraweisse is a kettle-soured Berliner-style weiss brewed with locally-sourced ingredients 
from Skagit Valley Malting. A hefty dry-hop of Citra® gives this refreshing sessionable 
seasonal a powerful citrusy punch. Malts: Skagit Valley Malting’s ‘Copeland’ | ‘Club Wheat’ | 
‘Brau Malt'. Hops: Citra® | Bobek 

 
The Graf Cider Beer (5% ABV / 28 IBU) 
Collaboration with Lost Giants Cider Company. This cider beer, known as a Graf, is a 
combination of apple, malt and hops! The Graf was brewed in collaboration with 
Bellingham's newest cidery, Lost Giants Cider Company! This lighter-bodied and hazy beer is 
a refreshing rush of semi-sweet apple and malt characteristics. With low bitterness, The Graf 
is perfect for a taste or a pint! The Graf is also handcrafted to reduce gluten. Malts: Pilsner | 
Vienna. Hops: Calypso | Citra® Pink Lady | Dessert Blend. Apples: Pink Lady | Dessert Blend 

Cairn Brewing-Kenmore 
Sammamish River Rye Dark American Lager (5.3% ABV / 22 IBU) 
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Subtle notes of rye project through the caramel sweetness and noble-hop aroma of this dark 
American Lager. Our Sammamish River Rye is very pale, highly-carbonated with a kick of 
spiciness from the rye and low bitterness. Low malt and hop aroma yields to a rye-induced 
spiciness ad a dry and crisp finish. An excellent thirst quencher on a warm day! 

 
Seaplane IPA Northwest India Pale Ale (6% ABV / 65 IBU) 
Our Seaplane IPA honors Kenmore’s air harbor and seaplane heritage! This classic NW style 
focuses on citrus and pine. Easy drinking with a smooth refreshing finish. Featuring Citra, 
Cascade and Centennial hops, this is a perfect balance for any time of the day. 

 
Big Bad Bunny Barrel-Aged Bourbon Brown (7.5% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Because you can never have enough "Bs" in a beer name, we aged our Big Buck Bunny Brown 
in barrels for more than eight months. Very smooth with hints of oak and bourbon. 

 
Thor’s Hammer, Chocolate Oatmeal Milk Stout (7.5% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Gold medal- winnings tout in the 2017 Washington Beer Awards, Thor’s Hammer is a 
chocolate oatmeal milk stout to savor year-round! And it’s named for our beer-tender, Thor! 

Chuckanut Brewery-Bellingham and Burlington 
New World German Ale (5.5% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Golden, aromatic, medium body slight bitterness. This moderate strength Pale Ale is made 
unique by the use of new varietal German hops. Polaris is added for bittering while late 
additions of Hallertau Blanc and Hull Melon hops give this ale notes of white grape, melon 
and berries. New World German Ale has just the right amount of hop bitterness not to over 
power the senses but to end your tastebuds on a slight bitter note. 

 
Pilsner Lager (5% ABV / 39 IBU) 
Golden, dry, bitter, Noble Hop, refreshing. A traditional European-Style Pilsner lager with a 
noble hop aroma, bright golden color and white pillowy head. 

Counterbalance Brewing-Seattle 
FRI ONLY - Barrel Aged Big Bad Wolf Dark Strong Ale (10.3% ABV / 68 IBU) 
A dark strong ale w/cascara aged for 12 months in oak barrels. Medium body with flavors of 
oak, tart cherry, caramel, and white pepper. 

 
Pro-Am Kentucky Common Cream Ale (5.8% ABV / 22 IBU) 
Light bodied amber colored cream ale with bready malts and earthy/floral hop character. 
Pro-Am collaboration with Katherine Gooding. 

 
Kushetka Imperial Stout (8.9% ABV / 65 IBU) 
A big, bold beer with lots of roasted malts and just the right hop balance. A pleasure for your 
tongue. It’s been said that writing about music is like dancing about architecture. This beer is 
the music. 
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Warp Factor Hazy IPA (5.8% ABV / 55 IBU) 
Juicy, hazy blonde colored IPA with flavors of pineapple, mango, tangerine. 

 
Pilsner (5.2% ABV / 37 IBU) 
A crisp and refreshing all-barley pilsner in the Czech style. Sterling hops provide an herbal, 
spicy base with a bit of Cascade hops for that Northwest flair. 

 
Belgian Golden Strong Ale (8.5% ABV / 30 IBU) 
Complex, fruity, and earthy with a mild hop character and perceptible alcohol kick. 

Crucible Brewing-Everett 
Pink Drink Raspberry Sour (4.5% ABV) 
Our year-round session sour made with raspberries. 

 
Blood Orange Smith and Weizen (5.1% ABV) 
A bavarian-style Hefeweizen, complete with banana and clove characters, made with a large 
amount of blood orange puree. 

 
Twice Tempered Double IPA (9% ABV / 90 IBU) 
Our standard double IPA made with falconer's flight hops 

 
Big Berries Imperial Sour (8% ABV) 
And Imperial sour made with mixed berries, that include raspberry blackberry blueberry and 
strawberry. 

 
GOTO Helles Lager (4.6% ABV) 
A traditional German helles lager. 

 
Pineapple IPA (6.9% ABV / 70 IBU) 
A West Coast and fruity style IPA with a large amount of pineapple puree. 

 
Flintlock IPA (6.6% ABV) 
Our year-round New England inspired IPA made with mandarin of Bavaria, Mosaic, and 
Amarillo hops. 

 
Steel Cut Pale Ale (5.6% ABV / 45 IBU) 
Our highly sought-after pale ale made with oatmeal, Mosaic and Simcoe hops. 

 
Putin Out imperial Stout. (8.5% ABV / 80 IBU) 
A Russian imperial stout with a very large coffee and chocolate character. 
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Diamond Knot Craft Brewing-Mukilteo 
Binnacle Belgian Summer Ale (5.5% ABV / 20 IBU) 
This bright, light bodied brew is bursting with spicy aroma of pear and banana. Warm honey 
and clove flavors leave you with a dry, clean finish. 2017 Washington Beer Awards Gold 
Medal for Light Belgian Style Ales. 

 
Nitro Honey Cream Ale (4.6% ABV / 7 IBU) 
A super light and refreshing brew has a bright floral aroma and delicate honey flavor. Finish is 
silky smooth and slightly dry. 

 
Pineapple Azacca IPA (6.5% ABV / 45 IBU) 
The addition of real pineapple adds to the juicy, tropical flavor of this single-hopped IPA. 
Aromatic, crisp and light bodied with restrained bitterness, this is the perfect IPA for summer. 

 
Troptastic IPA (6.2% ABV / 60 IBU) 
Thanks to the generous Mosaic dry-hop, this juicy IPA bursts with tropical aroma. Stone fruit, 
orange and mango flavors leads to a finish with a slight bight and lingering pineapple notes. 
6.2% ABV 60 IBUs 

 
Rotating Tap 
Come by the booth to see what tasty offering is pouring! Kegs rotating throughout the 
festival. 

Dick's Brewing-Centralia 
Grapefruit IPA IBU (6.2% ABV / 80 IBU) 
Rich, crisp, fruit forward, dry-hopped IPA with Grapefruit flavoring added to give it a distinct 
nose and grapefruity, citrusy finish. 

 
Batch 202 IPA (6.0% ABV / 65 IBU) 
A classic NW IPA that has a subtle malt backbone giving way to an amazing hop flavor of dark 
and fruity notes from a blend of 4 hop varieties. 

 
Cream Stout (5.5% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Incredibly creamy with flavors of coffee and dark chocolate, with enough hops for a little 
complexity. 

 
(FRI) Barley Wine (9.5% ABV) 
Bold and assertive sweetness, but not overly sweet with a strong hop backbone contributes 
to an abundant flavor and aroma. 

Dirty Bucket Brewing-Woodinville 
Fricken Dahty New England Style IPA (6.5% ABV / 44 IBU) 
The Fricken Dahty is a hazy, juicy IPA packed full with all the amazing flavors and aromas of 
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Washington's finest aromatic hops. Packed full of Amarillo, Simcoe and Citra hops. 
 

Sleigh Warmer Belgian Strong Ale (9.5% ABV / 23 IBU) 
Pro Am Entry collaboration with accomplished home brewer Jerry Wallace. This Belgian 
strong ale with fresh Madagascar vanilla beans. 

 
Pink Boots Blue Berry WIT 
Brewed in collaboration with The Pink Boots Society and YCH Hops 

 
Cherry Gose Our 6 Year Anniversary Ale 
Raspberry Lambic 

 
Rotating 
Sicyne IPA (6.5% ABV / 72 IBU) 
Our 1 Year Anniversary Northwest IPA 
Dirty Dubbel (8.5% ABV / 22 IBU) 
Our 2 Year Anniversary Belgian Dubbel 
XXX-IPA (9.5% ABV / 80 IBU) 
Our 3 Year Anniversary Bourbon Barrel Aged Triple IPA 
Dirty Confessions (10% ABV / 22 IBU) 
Our 4 Year Anniversary Belgian Quadruple 
No-Mo Nano 
Our 5 Year Anniversary Triple IPA with 5 distinct hop additions. 

Dog and Pony Brewing-Cashmere 
Suffocater Imperial Amber (8.5% ABV / 70 IBU) 
High malt background with a hint of green apple. 

 
Old Goat Porter (5.6% ABV / 65 IBU) 

Dog Days Brewing-Bremerton 
Dog Wrangler Session Ale (5.0% ABV) 

Bone Jour Cucumber Saison (5.8% ABV) 

Peppermint Paddy Peppermint Chocolate Milkshake Stout (6% ABV) 
 

Rotating Tap 

Dreadnought Brewing-Monroe 
Gypsywolf IPA (6.8% ABV / 52 IBU) 
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Northwest IPA with a healthy dose of Citra and Mosaic Hops. We left out all of the fining 
agents, to help this beer retain as much of its hop character as it can, without an 
overwhelming bitterness 

 
Red Elvis Rye Amber (6.2% ABV / 32 IBU) 
Distinctive amber with a good malt charter, easy drinking with a Kick of Rye to make it sing.. 

 
(FRI) Bourbon Misery Whip Scotch Ale (10% ABV / 32 IBU) 
Our Award Winning Scotch Ale aged for a year in a Woodinville Whiskey Barrel. This is the 
great by the fire enjoying the night beer. The one you want to end your day with. 

 
(SAT & SUN) Heart Of the Dragon Barrel Aged Cherry Sour (6.8% / 22 IBU) 
Aged over 18 months in a Oak and flavored with handpicked cherries from Yakima. This beer 
has a awesome Red Color that Flanders sour pucker and a Mild Carbonation 

Dru Bru Tap Room & Brewery-Snoqualmie Pass 
Pacific Crest Pale Hazy Pale Ale (ABV 5.0% / IBU 5) 

(FRI) Whiskey Sticke Alt (7.5% ABV / 6 IBU) 

(FRI) Pink Boots Double IPA (7.5% ABV / 6 IBU) 

(FRI & SUN) Hefeweizen (4.7% ABV / 1 IBU) 

(SAT) Rauchbier Smoked Beer (5.8% ABV / 2 IBU) 

(SAT) Anti-Session Triple IPA (9.9% ABV / 100 IBU) 

(SAT & SUN) Kolsch (4.8% ABV / 2 IBU) 

(SUN) Black German Style Schwarzbier (4.8% ABV/ 3 IBU) 

Elysian Brewing-Seattle 
Chill Bill Table Saison (5.8% ABV) 
Quiet and unassuming, Chill Bill is more than meets the eye. We used Copeland Pilsner and 
Vienna malts from our friends at Skagit Valley Malting for a base of slight sweetness and 
cracker. Bittered with Magnum and a base of flavor and aroma from Mandarina. What 
elevates this beer is our first use of an experimental hop out of South Africa, named 
XJA2/436. This hop, along with the Mandarina, bring flavors and aroma of Bergamot citrus, 
candied papaya, slight tobacco, and melon. Fermented with a slightly spicy Belgian yeast to 
round it all out. No epic quests of revenge here, just don't cross it to be safe. 

 
FUZZSICLE (6.4% ABV) 
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Blood Orange Milkshake Pale 
When was the last time you ate a creamsicle? Rich and delicious vanilla. Bright, citrusy 
orange. With Fuzzsicle, you can now enjoy your creamsicle the adult way. We used Pale and 
Munich malts for our base, and Flaked Oats and Flaked Barley to increase the body and 
smooth out the mouthfeel. Lactose was added for essential creaminess. Blood orange peel 
and concentrate brings all of the citrus from Superfuzz. GNB and Cascade were used to as 
light bittering hop additions. Then we used massive amounts of CItra, Amarillo, and 
Mandarina as our late and dry additions to really drive the citrus flavors and aromas home. 
Vanilla was added in conditioning for that final touch. 

 
Savage Journey Rye IPA (6.8% ABV) 
A new hop recently made its way onto the market, exhibiting the flavor and aromas of barrel- 
aging. HBC 472. Woody, Bourbon, vanilla, and weird. It pairs well with the malt bill we 
concocted. Pale, C15, Rolled Oats. And Rye. Flaked and malted. Spicy, earthy, complex Rye. 
472 isn't the average IPA hop, but certainly made sense when we added some Enigma to it. 
Flavors and aromas of raspberry, currant, melon and citrus. Certainly not the average IPA, but 
why should it be? "Too weird to live, too rare to die." - Hunter S. Thompson 

Farmstrong Brewing-Mount Vernon 
La Raza Cerveza (4% ABV) 
Our super delicious award winning Mexican lager w/ Lime. The perfect beer to refresh your 
pallet and quench your thirst while sitting on a sunny beach wiggling your toes in the sand! At 
least, that’s what I picture when drinking it. 

 
Stoned Age IPA (6.6% ABV/ 66 IBU) 
At first glance of the pint glass it glows with an Acapulco golden hue. Aromas of Plush Berries 
and stone fruit dance upward to greet the drinker. The first sips will launch with a gentle 
citrus bitterness and a hedonistic mouth feel reminiscent of a Sunset Sherbert. Additions of 
the ancient grain, Eincorn into the mash to richen the body and mouth feel will trigger 
thoughts reminiscing on Lemon Meringue.  So, turn on the Berry White and stage a 
Headband while slipping into a Double Dream of Harlequin flavors coming together to for the 
Northern Lights 

 
Ragged & Right Cider Project Pinata Red (6.8% ABV) 
We decide to start our own cider brand using local apples and focusing on single varietal 
ciders. (mainly because everyone told us you can’t do it that way) We use 100% Washington 
“Pinata” apples sourced from Stemilt Growers, pressed locally in the valley at Cedardale 
Orchards. We fermented the juice on 112lbs of local raspberries sourced from Whatcom 
Growers. The result is a the most amazing color of cider you may ever see. Dry and tart – 

 
Rotating Barrel Aged Offering 
We will be offering a rotating line-up consisting of some of our single-barrel specialty 
releases. Stop by the booth and see what’s on tap now and what’s coming up. Cheers! 
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Flying Lion Brewing-Seattle 
Rye American Stout (6.0% ABV) 
This is a classic American Stout, full of flavor and character, but with the spicy, crisp addition 
of Rye. The clean, roasted, flavor finishes dry and drinks well year-round. 

 
Belgian Golden Strong (9.0% ABV) 
A golden, slightly hazy beer, the Strong's flavor is a complex blend of the fruity esters 
provided by the yeast with subtle additions of Coriander, Ginger, and Grains of Paradise. 

 
Gin & Tonic Sour Gose (4.3% ABV) 
Inspired by the classic Gin and Tonic cocktail. This refreshing and moderately tart kettle- 
soured Gose was cold-steeped with botanicals, lending a pleasant, citrusy flavor and piney 
aroma. 

 
Blood Orange Imperial Red Double IPA (8.0% ABV) 
Centennial is one of our favorite hops, and every summer we pair it up with blood orange 
puree in a big, hoppy red. Bitter enough to be an IPA, the Blood Orange Imperial Red is malty 
but clean and crisp. 

Fortside Brewing-Vancouver 
Orange Whip Hazy IPA (5.9% ABV) 
Juicy, hazy, award winning! 

 
IPA (6.9% ABV) 
Northwest style IPA with lots of late addition and dry hops. 

 
Hop Gold (5% ABV) 
Dortmunder Export Style Lager. 

 
Kanaka French-Belgian Saison (6.3% ABV) 
Gateway saison. 

 
Ineffable IPA (6.3% ABV) 
Hazy IPA 

 
Super Hyped UP/TBD 

Four Generals Brewing-Renton 
Yellow Truck Lager (5.8% ABV/ 24 IBU) 
A classic American Pilsner imagined as if Prohibition had never happened. 

 
Rye Pale (5.8% ABV / 36 IBU) 
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The 20% rye gives this summer beer a hint of spiciness. 
 

Hefeweizen (5.5% ABV / 14 IBU) 
Classic modern Bavarian Hefeweizen 

 
Alt (5% ABV / 32 IBU) 
A nice balance of malt and hops give this beer a clean, crisp finish 

 
Renton River Haze IPA (5.7% ABV) 
Our Hazy IPA! 

Fremont Brewing-Seattle 
Summer Pale Ale (5.2% ABV / 45 IBU) 
Summer Ale is tangerine flower in a glass—endless days distilled into the sweet nectar of 
barley and hops. 

 
Lush India Pale Ale (7.0% ABV / 80 IBU) 
We bring this tropical treat to you as a gift from the Pacific Northwest. Lush is brewed with a 
hand-selected blend of malts and lush, tropical hops reminiscent of lime, mango, and 
guava…Because Beer Matters! 

 
Interurban Moscow Mule Infused India Pale Ale (6.2% ABV / 80 IBU) 
Interurban India Pale Ale artfully infused with fresh ginger and lime. 

 
Head Full of Dynomite v.4 Hazy India Pale Ale (6.8% ABV / ACT (A Crap Ton) IBU)Head Full 
of Dynomite (HFOD) is an ongoing series of hazy IPAs, each one different from the one 
before. 

 
Dark Star Imperial Oatmeal Stout (8.0% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Dark Star is a dark, mysterious yet silky oatmeal stout of grand proportions balanced by a 
firm hop handshake...go ahead, enjoy the journey...Because Beer Journeys Matter! 

 
Brother Imperial IPA (8.55% ABV / 1 Billion IBU) 
This Brother is appropriately big, intimidating, and unbalanced with unrestrained quantities 
of hops for a head slap of beery ferociousness. 

 
Pride Kolsch Kolsch (4.8% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Be proud of who you are, who you like, and what you drink. Here’s to Pride, here’s to you. 

 
Mango-Guava Sour Weisse Fruited Sour Weisse (4.0% ABV / 10 IBU) 
Tart, refreshing, dry and delicious! 

 
Rotating Tap 
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See the Fremont booth for the full line-up and details on which beers will be pouring from 
the rotating tap. Changes frequently. 

Gallaghers Where U-Brew-Edmonds 
Bourbon Balls Stout (7.7% ABV / 20 IBU) 
A smooth, dark stout brewed with chocolate and a hint of vanilla bean, then dry hopped with 
bourbon soaked oak chips for barrel aged oakiness. 

 
Goat Head IPA (6.5% ABV / 82 IBU) 
An upfront bitter IPA, beautifully balanced with a quartet of hops, using Chinook, Citra, 
Mosaic and Columbus, clocking in at 6.5% with a nice oatmeal haze. 

 
Island Paradise (6% ABV / 24 IBU) 
We'll break out the little umbrellas for the return of our pineapple/coconut blend in our 
blonde 6.0% ale. Not bitter, but nicely balanced at 24 IBU's. 

Georgetown-Seattle 
Bodhizafa IPA (6.9% ABV) 
This IPA gets its light silky texture from rolled oats. The flavor and aroma both express 
mandarin and citrus all around. Over five pounds of hops per barrel makes this IPA truly 
Bodhilicious. Gold medal winner in the American Style IPA category at the Great American 
Beer Festival in 2016! ABV 6.9% 

 
Johnny Utah Pale Ale (5.6% ABV) 
With heavy grapefruit, citrus and resin in the nose, this light colored ale has minimal malt 
interference, giving the beer a clean finish without a cloying bitterness. Pronounced 
grapefruit and pine flavors with a faint verdant note. 

 
L.A. Woman Kolsch (4.9% ABV) 
A crisp, refreshing and balanced ale that is pale straw colored in appearance and topped with 
a soft white head. Light bitterness with the delicate fruity and sweet flavors create an 
appropriate balance upon first impression. The finish shows off apparent, but subdued, malt 
undertones that are complemented by aromas and flavors of floral spice from late addition 
noble hops. 

 
Peach Gose (4% ABV) 
Hang on to that summer feeling a little longer with this citrusy, fruity and very easy drinking 
kettle-soured Gose. Brewed with San Juan Sea Salt for a touch of salinity and Cashmere hops, 
we also added some peaches for a rounder, fruity note, but not so much that it was Peach In 
Your Face because no one wants that. Contains wheat. 

 
#18 Imperial Porter (9% ABV) 
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We short-filled the kettle to brew this imperial version of our 9lb Porter. More roasty, more 
chocolatey, more ABV and more delicious (if that’s even possible). 

 
Tom Flanders Flander's Red Ale (5.7% ABV) 
A blend of 12 and 24-month aged beers, Tom Flanders has fruity aromas and flavors 
reminiscent of cherries and a hint of oak. A Flanders-style red ale base was put into K 
Vintners red wine barrels and pitched with Saccharomyces and Brettanomyces yeast strains 
along with Pediococcus and Lactobacillus bacteria strains. The result is a refreshingly tart and 
complex beer. 

Ghostfish Brewing-Seattle 
Grapefruit IPA (ABV: 5.5% / IBU: 85) 
A perennial favorite, Grapefruit IPA is powerfully bitter yet exceptionally complex. Featuring 
experimental hop code-named “experimental grapefruit”, balanced with Cascade and 
Horizon hops and brewed with grapefruit puree to enhance the refreshing citrus notes. 

 
Peak Buster Double IPA (ABV: 9.0% / IBU: 100) 
Unmistakably ambitious, this bold and challenging beer is busting with intriguing tropical fruit 
and evergreen aromas from the Azacca, Eureka, and Centennial hops. Deceptively smooth for 
a high ABV beer. 

 
(FRI & SAT) Son of Covfefe White IPA (ABV: 6.0% / IBU: 55) 
There’s no collusion in this white IPA brewed with a malt base of quinoa and buckwheat and 
hopped with Crystal, Sorachi Ace, Citra, and Equinox hops and spiced with coriander and 
chamomile. 

 
Salty Starfish Coconut Brown Ale (ABV: 5.3% / IBU: 25) 
A light-bodied brown ale brewed with millet, brown rice, and sea salt and aged on coconut 
for a sweet salted caramel-esque flavor. 

 
(FRI & SUN) Dark Sour Ale (ABV: 5.5% / IBU: 5) 
A dark red kettle soured ale featuring a base malt of millet, brown rice, buckwheat, and 
quinoa creating roasty caramel flavors underpinning the sourness. 

 
(SAT & SUN) Gosefish Hibiscus-Cranberry Gose (ABV: 5.0% / IBU: 8) 
A pun too obvious to resist, this unique brew gets its vivid pink hue from cranberries and 
hibiscus, while a sour fermentation and a dash of sea salt and coriander make it the perfect 
thirst quencher. One sip is all it takes to get “hooked”! 

 
(SUN) Kick Step IPA (ABV: 5.5% / IBU: 65) 
A distinctly Northwest IPA, Kick Step is a project beer benefitting Washington-based 
nonprofit The Mountaineers. Hopped with an avalanche of Simcoe, Denali, Comet, and 
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Columbus hops and brewed with a richly-flavored base of malted red and white proso millet 
coaxing out flavors of orange, pine and mango. 

 
(SUN) Shrouded Summit Belgian White Ale (ABV: 4.5% / IBU: 20) 
Tart and complex, yet smooth and thirst quenching, this funky brew is designed for 
drinkability, but built on an artful balancing act of malted millet, buckwheat, sweet orange 
peel, juniper berries, coriander seeds and a fruity Belgian yeast. 

Gig Harbor Brewing-Tacoma/Gig Harbor 
Hazy Harbor IPA (6% ABV) 
 
Blood Orange Blonde (5% ABV) 
 
Black Cherry Stout  (8% ABV) 
 

Grains of Wrath-Camas 
Overkill West Coast IPA (6.5% ABV / 65 IBU) 
Stonefruit, diesel, passionfruit, citrus, piney, dank 

 
Austro-naut Vienna-style Lager (5% ABV / 21 IBU) 
Traditional German amber colored lager with a smooth, mild, toasty finish. 

Half Lion Brewing -Sumner 
Suntop IPA (6.7% ABV / 78 IBU) 
The newest member to the Lookout Series, Suntop IPA will leave you wanting more. By using 
light base malt, the hop profile really shines through. Fresh fruity aroma from mosaic hops, 
are followed by a traditional piney NW bite of warrior hops. Step on up, enjoy the view, and 
savor the Suntop. 

 
Albert’s Amber Ale (5.6% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Changing things up a little bit, we decided to dry hop this guy, by adding Cascade hops, after 
fermentation. Albert’s Amber is a mouthful of sweet malty flavor, that grabs your taste buds 
at the very end, with the floral notes of those Cascade hops. The rich red color comes from a 
touch of chocolate malt and resembles the jacket, grandpa (Albert) use to wear. 
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Heathen Brewing-Vancouver 
Raspberry Rhubarb Sour (5.0% ABV / 13 IBU) 
Specialty sour made with delicious raspberries and rhubarb. Tart, slightly sweet with strong 
notes of fruit. Beautiful crimson hue and an even more amazing taste. 

 
Buena Mierda Mexican Lager (5.2% ABV / 10 IBU) 
This is our first take on a Mexican Lager and we nailed it. This super sessionable lager has 
subtle malt notes with low bitterness. Pairs perfectly with basically anything! Have one or 
two… or three or four, we are not here to judge you. The name of this beer says it all, it’s 
good shit. 
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Blackberry Heathenweizen (5.0% ABV / 13 IBU) 
This annual release is just in time for summer! We took a traditional style Hefeweizen and 
added our Heathen twist! We jam-packed as much blackberries as we could fit to make for a 
very refreshing Hef with a gorgeous color. 

 
Transcend IPA (6.7% ABV / 55 IBU) 
Bright, bold, and bursting with citrus aroma, the first sips reveal a silky smooth body, bold 
pine notes that melt into subtle caramel flavors from crystal malts. This is our Flagship beer 
and a gateway IPA for sure! 

 
Transgression IPA (7.5% ABV / 80 IBU) 
Big robust IPA flavor with a medium body, sunset amber colored ale that is hop forward to 
say the least. Taking front stage is Simcoe, Amarillo, and Citra hops collaborating on a five tier 
assault. Heathen Brewing deserves to be punished or commended for this Hop Transgression. 

 
Fifty Shades Freed - New England Style IPA (6.8% ABV / 30 IBU) 
This is the third and final installment of our Fifty Shades trilogy! Our brewers were finally set 
free of restraints. We fully embraced the inextricable connection of the New England Style 
IPA and craft beer. A sinister amount of Galaxy hops were used to make this mouthwatering 
hazy IPA. Strong notes of passionfruit and citrus. It’s like a tropical honeymoon for your 
mouth! 

 
(FRI) Tiki-Tequila Sour Ale Aged in Tequila Barrels (4.9% ABV / 10 IBU) 
Fresh tequila barrels filled with our sour base and aged for many many months… We then 
added sweet cherries and orange zest and let it age even longer! The final product is a tequila 
sunrise in a glass! Tart, slight sweetness from the cherries, hint of orange citrus, and strong 
notes of tequila with subtle hints of oak. This is extremely limited! 

 
(FRI) MegaMint Imperial Milk Stout (9.0% ABV / 22 IBU) 
Big and bold with a touch of Mint. This Imperial Milk Chocolate Stout is kicked up a notch by 
using fresh picked mint from Seely Mint Farms. The milk sugar leaves a pleasant residual 
sweetness that is balanced with chocolate and biscuit notes of the specialty malt that are 
seductively balanced with aroma of the cacao nibs and fresh mint. Look out Girl Scouts, 
we’ve got a thin mint beer! 

Hellbent Brewing-Seattle 
Dang! Citra IPA (6.6% ABV) 
Packed with hop aroma, this IPA will smack your face with hoppiness. A mellow malt flavor 
sits quietly in the background, yet the hops shine through. Citrus with a slightly peppery pine 
hop aroma. Unfiltered and unfined, cloudy and full-flavored. 

 
Anniversary IPA (7% ABV) 
In honor of Hellbent's third anniversary we have produced an ultra-premium IPA to 
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celebrate. This beer bursts with citrus followed by a pungent pine punch and finishing with 
mellow tropical hop aromas. It is unfiltered for maximum hop flavor. 

 
To Be Decided Hazy IPA 
We don’t which of our New England Style IPAs we will have on tap, but we promise it will be 
juicy, hazy, and nothing short of delicious. 

 
Salty Dog Radler (4% ABV) 
This specialty radler was made just for the 13th Annual Washington Brewer’s Festival! This 
radler combines our Northwest Pilsner and grapefruit juice for the quintessential refresher. 
Try it with salt to mimic a classic Salty Dog cocktail! 

 
Peanut Butter and Jelly Stout (6.4% ABV) 
Peanut butter and raspberry are added to this light-bodied, “summer stout” to make your 
inner child giddy with delight. 

Icicle Brewing-Leavenworth 
(Fri)PALE PROJECT #7 (5% ABV / 38 IBU) 
Limited Quantity. A delicious pale ale featuring Amarillo hops. 

 
(Sat) Lifeguard Biere De Garde (8.5% ABV / 22 IBU) 
Limited Quantity. Are you 'barley' staying afloat in the sea of watered down beers? Lucky for 
you, our brewers are on Beerwatch 24/7 and have come to the rescue with a French beer 
that starts sweet and finishes dry. They've brewed a bronzed stud muffin running slow 
motion in the sand that delicately pulls you from the dangerous waters off Cheap Beer Isle. 
Don't thank us... we're just doing our job and keeping you safe one great beer at a time. 

 
(SUN) Decline Barley Wine (13% ABV / 78 IBU) 
Limited Quantity. You asked and we listened! We’ve finally brewed up a boozy-doozy barley 
wine ale. As you can imagine, any inclined consumption of this rich mahogany colored beer, 
which developed its complexities during 8 months of barrel aging, will certainly lead to a 
decline in one’s ability to maintain a vertical line of gravity. Keep it classy and drink 
responsibly. Limited. 

 
Bootjack IPA (6.5% ABV / 64 IBU) 
This is a double IPA that shouldn’t cross state lines, can’t be registered, and I wouldn’t tell 
your mom about it. We made Carpenter Ranch in Yakima an offer on their hops that they 
couldn’t refuse and brewed a complex beer that’s flavor forward and full of aroma. When 
money laundering, bribes, and prohibition take their toll, the baddest birds dip their beaks 
into this bitter yet smooth full flavored ale. 

 
Dark Persuasion German Chocolate Cake Ale (6.5% ABV / 22 IBU) 
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Delicate dark chocolate with a whisper of coconut... You know you want it, go ahead and 
indulge. You can finally have German Chocolate Cake and drink it too. There's no need to be 
nervous, it's just wickedly deep and full of flavor and desire. With its provocative aroma and 
smooth body, this is certainly the darkest of fifty shades of risqué. 

 
Dirtyface Amber Lager (5% ABV / 21 IBU) 
Finally, a beer that pays homage to the hard workers in our Valley. The trail crews and 
farmers, the lumberjacks and firefighters, we brew this for you! With these folk in mind, 
we’ve created an Amber Lager that features a smooth, medium body, with a rich toasted 
malt aroma. Dirtyface’s initial malty sweetness finishes fresh and clean… unlike its name. No 
need to wash up, just wash down. 

 
Kickstand Citra Hop Pale Ale 
You can’t deny the value of a cruiser bike’s kickstand. We put that same undeniable value 
into our newest beer, Kickstand Citra Pale. It’s a highly drinkable Pale Ale packed with citrus 
flavors and aromas. The beer stands firmly on a foundation of Warrior Hops for a pleasantly 
bitter base and then cruises to its destination on the cone-tails of the NW favorite Citra hop. 
Kick back against the bar, put your elbow on the table just as you were told not to do and 
enjoy our easy drinking ode to the little piece of metal that keeps your cruiser classy. 

Illuminati Brewing-Bellingham 
Rickshank Redemption Ale Belgian Pale Ale (5.1% ABV / 27 IBU) 
Brewed with Szechuan peppercorn. Hops: Styrian Goldings, Northern Brewer 

 
Brew World Order German Pilsner (5.1% ABV / 38 IBU) 
Hops: Hallertauer Mittelfrüh, Tettnanger, Perle 

 
Mk Ultra Rye Pale Ale (5.7% ABV / 46 IBU) 
Hops: Merkur, Kohatu, Ultra 

 
Lone Gunman Single Hop IPA (6.6% ABV / 68 IBU) 
(Feat. Mandarina Bavaria) 

 
Zodiac Cereal Killer Russian Imperial Stout (10.9% / 98 IBU) 
Hops: Challenger, Northdown, Target, Citra, East Kent Goldings 

Iron Goat Brewing-Spokane 
Goatworks Mixed Fermentation Sour 

Buzzsaw McThunder Hazy IPA 

Passionfruit Guava Sour 
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Goatnik Russian Imperial Stout 

Coconut Chocolate Porter 

Iron Horse Brewery-Ellensburg 
Send It Pale Ale (5.25% ABV / 45 IBU) 
This pale ale knows how to crank. It’s a highly drinkable, middle-tier abv beer with moderate 
hop intensity but full sendability. 

 
Life Behind Bars (5.0% ABV / 8 IBU) 
This retro-style beer is an ode to simpler times. Life Behind Bars has notes of crackers and 
dough with a subtle pinch of spicy and fruity hops. With a light body, effervescent feel, and 
clean finish this is the beer you want to session after putting in some hard miles behind 
whatever bars you’re into. 

Jellyfish Brewing-Seattle 
Smack IPA (7% ABV / 70 IBU) 
Smack is the term for a group of jellyfish. This IPA is balanced to its core with notes of 
peaches, pine & bright citrus. 

 
Saison Memior (5.3% ABV / 35 IBU) 
This is a light and very dry French Saison blended with its barrel-aged, wild yeast fermented 
sister. It brings peppercorn, lemon and funk to the party. 

 
Hydra Pils (5.4% ABV / 26 IBU) 
Hydra is a classic pilsner with a clean malt body and a crisp hoppy finish. An all-German grain 
bill, and additions of Czech, French and German hops give this lager a truly continental 
lineage. 

 
 

Sour Suzie (6.4% ABV / 40 IBU) 
A Sour IPA has taken its turn in this 5th version of our Kettle Sour Series. This sophisticated 
IPA is conversationally tart with a penchant towards citrus and pine. 

Lake Stevens Brewing-Lake Stevens 
Big Dock IPA (6.4% ABV / 55 IBU) 
Simcoe and Mosaic hops craft a lengthy experience for your palette. Notes of citrus, 
grapefruit and stone fruit will satisfy any hophead. 

 
Wrong Way NEIPA (6.1% ABV / 35 IBU) 
If you can’t do it right, you better stay wrong. Azacca and El Dorado hops provide notes of 
intense tropical Tangerine and citrus. 
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Battleship IIPA (9% ABV / 85 IBU) 
Massive malt base blasting forth with Cascade, Motueka and Eukanot hops varieties. 

 
Valhalla Vanilla Russian Imperial Stout (9.7% ABV / 71 IBU) 
Huge, dark and roasty with bold notes of chocolate and caramel, then aged on Mexican 
vanilla beans. Balanced the way the Tsars demand! 

 
Jalapeño Business German Pilsner (5.8% ABV / 23 IBU) 
Our German Pilsner traditional with a new-aged infusion of fresh jalapeño peppers. 

 
Sour Bourbon Russian Imperial Stout (9.5% ABV / 65 IBU) 
The sour tang will be Russian your taste buds! Our experimental sour Russian Imperial Stout 
aged 16 months in local bourbon barrels. 

Loowit Brewing-Vancouver 
Cloud City India Pale Ale (6.9% ABV) 
Fruity and refreshing, this IPA will have you floating 60,000 Km up with your head in the 
clouds. Strata and Citra hops balance a light malt bill with their citrus and tangerine notes. 
Calrissian approved. 

 
Loowit Lager (4.2% ABV) 
A crisp light lager that is balanced by a touch of hop. 

 
Gose The Gozerian Pistachio Gose (3.7% ABV) 
Gose is a traditional sour that has salt and coriander in it. We played around with it adding 
Pistachio nuts into the mash and letting those flavors interact with the salt. This unique take 
creates a fruity and nutty version of a refreshing sour. 

 
Grimlock Rye Porter (5% ABV) 
Grimlock is a fun twist on an American Porter. The dark malts provide pleasant flavors of 
chocolate, toffee, coffee and toast. The addition of Rye malt builds the complexity of the malt 
profile by adding a touch of rye spiciness to the finish. 

 
Shimmergloom Stout (12% ABV) 
This imperial stout is chocolaty, roasty, malty, dark deliciousness. The complexity comes from 
a balance of hops and diverse malts. To add a kick of character, we dry hopped this beast 
with galaxy hops. 

 
(FRI) Truman's Goddamn Strong Ale (10% ABV) 
A strong ale aged in bourbon barrels for 1 year. Notes of plum, dark cherry, toffee, chocolate 
and oak are layered in a complex strong ale 
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Shadow Shinobi India Pale Ale (7.2% ABV) 
This skilled, shadowy master of IPAs will take you by surprise yet honorably leave your palate 
intact. Aggressive late hop additions tempered with a stealthy, fleeting bitterness make 
Shadow Shinobi IPA a formidable and respectable beer. 

Lucky Envelope Brewing-Seattle 
(Fri) Peanut Butter Cream Stout (6.0% ABV / 34 IBU) 
Real peanut butter is infused into our Cream Stout. The rich, peanutty flavors play beautifully 
with the chocolate, roast, and caramel notes of the base stout, back by the mouthfeel 
provided by added lactose. 

 
(Sat) Cuke Nukem Cucumber Sour (5.5% ABV / 6 IBU) 
Refreshing cucumber sour brewed with real cucumber. Pro-Am collaboration with our friend, 
Blake Doepker. 

 
Raspberry Sour (5.7% ABV / 7 IBU) 
Juicy red raspberries blend beautifully with the bright lactic acidity of the kettle-soured base 
for a delicious and refreshing beer. The Raspberry Sour pours with a beautiful pink hue and 
greets you with a bouquet of ripe fruit and crisp tartness. 

 
Blood Orange Citra Golden Ale (5.0% ABV / 21 IBU) 
A blood orange infused Citra-hopped refreshing golden ale brewed for sunny days. 

 
Haze IPA (6.7% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Our take on the Hazy IPA with an intense hop profile and silky smooth mouthfeel. 

Mac and Jack's Brewery-Redmond 
Resolution IPA (6.8% ABV / 80 IBU) 
This IPA is aggressively hopped with additions of Citra, Eureka! and Chinook hops. Hops are 
added throughout the boil and whirlpool stages to create an intense Pine resin and Citrus 
hop flavor experience. The bitterness is balanced with an intense aroma that will envelop 
your nose with notes of sweet orange peel, grapefruit and pungent hop aromas. Its straw 
color and mild dough and caramel malt character compliments the incredible hop bouquet as 
this beautiful beer finishes clean on your palate. Hops: Citra, Eureka! and Chinook 

 
Sum' Shine Pale Ale (5.3% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Sum' Shine is aggressively hopped with additions of Citra and Cascade hops. Blending select 
pilsen and 2-row malts with a touch of flaked oats provides a hazy yellow color and lends a 
balanced malt platform for these Northwest hops to thrive. With aromatic notes of sweet 
citrus groves and pure sunshine, this refreshing summer pale ale is a great addition to those 
perfect summer days in the yard, on the boat, and with friends. 

 
Experimental IPA (6.7% ABV / 65 IBU) 
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"Juicy, New England style IPA reminiscent of sweet citrus, mango and pineapple. Dry hopped 
with Amarillo, El Dorado, Mosaic and Eureka hops. This beer is unfiltered and hazy. Pillow 
soft mouth feel with low bitterness and a smooth juicy citrus finish. This experimental series 
is a journey through the world of IPAs. Each batch number is unique to itself featuring new, 
classic and experimental hop varieties grown across the world. Each IPA release will be a 
limited, single batch run available on draft only. Hops: Amarillo, El Dorado, Mosaic and 
Eureka 

 
Maxx Stout (6.3% ABV / 34 IBU) 
Our Stout features six different varieties of malt creating a rich and complex malt character. 
Coffee and roasted barley notes are imparted from additions of Midnight Wheat and Dark 
Crystal Malt. Flaked oats provide the beer a smooth and creamy mouthfeel. Nugget hops are 
added with restraint, allowing the well-developed malt body to shine through. Maxx Stout 
finishes clean, crisp and semi dry on the palate. 
Hops: Nugget 

 
Herbert’s Legendary Ale (6.2% ABV / 35 IBU) 
This year’s Herbert's Legendary Ale is a full flavored American Style Bitter. Notes of caramel, 
biscuit and bread come through on the nose. As this magical elixir passes over the palette, 
you will experience mild toasted malt and caramel that finishes clean with a light bitterness 
from local Yakima Valley hops. The base of this beer is Washington State’s Skagit Valley 
Malting Copeland Pale with small additions of Caramel malt, Flaked Wheat, Midnight Wheat 
and Special Roast Malts. Noble hops round out the finish to give you an incredible 
experience. Hops: Nugget, Hallertau 

 
African Amber (5.8% ABV / 30 IBU) 
The Northwest’s original, unfiltered and dry hopped amber ale. African Amber’s pioneering 
and innovative style is proof that drinkabilty does not have to be achieved by sacrificing 
flavor. This beer erupts with a floral, hoppy taste, followed by a well-rounded malty middle, 
finishing with a nicely organic hop flavor. Locally sourced two row grain and a blend of 
specialty malts give our amber its rich taste. Further complexity is achieved by leaving the 
beer unfiltered, providing exceptional flavor, as well as giving our amber its unique "cloudy" 
look. Lastly, we dry hop with locally grown, Yakima valley hops creating what has become the 
original, cult classic, northwest amber ale. 
Hops: Cascade, Nugget, Mt Hood 

Machine House Brewery-Seattle 
Simcoe Session Ale (4% ABV) 

Dark Mild (3.7% ABV) 

Double IPA (8.5% ABV) 
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Matchless Brewing-Tumwater 
All Fluff IPA 

 
Amplified Turbidity IPA 

BA Matchless Bar 

Brewers Special Saaz Pils 

Built To Spelt IPA 

Das Fluff IPA 
 

Maizey Star Fest Beer 

Make Money Mild 

Mexico Gold 

Residual Heavyness IPA 
 

Wolf Moon Mixed Culture Saison 

McMenamin's Breweries-Seattle & Bothell 
Selene Orange Wheat (5% ABV / 13 IBU) 
Named after the Greek moon goddess, this refreshing American-style Wheat Beer was 
brewed with orange peels. Boasting citrus flavors and a full mouthfeel, this beer has a very 
low hop bitterness. 

 
Summer School Double IPA (8.2% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Summer school doesn’t have to be bad. In honor of the summer season at Anderson School, 
we made a huge, juicy Double IPA. Packed full of Mosaic, Citra, Idaho 7 and Simcoe Hops, this 
Double IPA is full of dank, tropical notes with a mild, fruity bitterness. A sweet bread flavor 
comes from the Wheat and Vienna Malt backbone, balancing out a wonderful medley of 
flavors, perfect for drinking in the sun. So drink up and enjoy the coming summer. 

 
Dutch Harbor Summer Ale (7.9% ABV / 36 IBU) 
Don't be fooled by the name! This big-bodied, roasty Stout perfectly complements a sub- 
arctic summer in Alaska's Dutch Harbor, where the summers rarely break the sweltering 60- 
degree mark. So a Stout seems a more likely first choice for the beer drinker who's looking to 
warm up a cold summer. 
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Mollusk Brewing-Seattle 
Beach Beer, Margarita Sour Ale (5.1% ABV / 10 IBU) 
Brewed with limes, agave nectar and sea salt. Bright acidity is balanced with fruity limes and 
a dash of sea salt. 

 
Sunshine NWIPA. (6.5% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Fruit forward, clean and refreshing. What more do you on a sunny day? 

Narrows Brewing-Tacoma 
Hilltop Haze IPA (8.5% ABV / 70 IBU) 
Soft and Juicy IPA; Tacoma Neighborhood Series 

 
Bridge to Tomorrow V7 IPA (7.2% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Exploratory IPA Series 

No Boat Brewing-Snoqualmie 
Mozzie IPA (5.9% ABV / 44 IBU) 
Mosaic and Amarillo combine in our flagship IPA for a tropical-citrus and extremely 
sessionable India Pale Ale. 

 
Alita/Vienna Lager (5.2% ABV / 18 IBU) 
Munich, Vienna, Pilsen, and crystal malts come together with our house lager strain for an 
amber Vienna that is both smooth and malty. 

 
Snoqualmie Maybe Pale Ale (5.3% ABV / 30 IBU) 
Generously hopped with Citra, our flagship pale ale is loaded with citrus notes for a perfect 
summer drink. 

 
My Beautiful, Dark, Twisted Oatmeal Milk Stout (6.0% ABV / 24 IBU) 
Silky, velvety, chocolatey, cofee-y, the gang's all here with this one. 

 
Gose and Gander (4.1% ABV / 12 IBU) 
Our kettle-soured gose balances salinity, malt, and acid for the ideal companion on a hot day. 

 
Rotating IPA 

Rotating DIPA 

A couple little tricks from the cellar 
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No-Li Brewhouse-Spokane 
Atomic Shandy Pale Ale 
Bright, flavorful pale ale, dry hopped with comet, amarillo, and cascade. Transformed with 
lemon providing a tart, lemonade-like finish. 

 
Raspberry Renegade Pale Ale 
Dry hopped pale ale, altered with raspberry to provide a subtle berry finish. 

 
Big Red Barrel Aged Imperial 
Imperial red ale aged in whsikey barrels for 1-1/2 years. Features notes of vanilla, oak, and 
strong whiskey. 

 
Frapped & Chino Salted Caramel Brown Ale 
Nutty, malty brown ale flavored with salted caramel creating a sweet and delicious, drinkable 
ale. 

 
Born & Raised Again Whiskey Aged IPA 
Aged for two years in wheat whiskey barrels, and blended with a dash of new Born & Raised 
to make the hop flavors come back to life. 

North Jetty Brewing-Seaview 
Another F’ing Raspberry Hef (5.1% ABV / 18 IBU) 
Gold Medal winner at the 2017 Washington State Beer Awards in the Fruit Wheat Beer 
category! This American style Hef has just the right amount of hops and real raspberry 
puree. Not too bitter and not too sweet, it is refreshing and summery. 

 
Leadbetter Red Scottish Ale (4.8% ABV / 23 IBU) 
Leadbetter Red is our signature beer and the perfect beer for both beer connoisseurs and 
those just cutting their teeth on craft beer. A delicate blend of roasted and caramel malts 
creates a soft palate feel with just enough hops to create balance. LBR is lighter than a 
typical Scottish Style ale, which lends to its drinkability and popularity. 

 
River Pilot Rye Hazy Pale Ale (5.5% ABV / 33 IBU) 
A fresh, crisp, flavorful beer with just enough Citra hops to make it "pop." Brewed with a 
touch of Rye malt to provide a clean finish with just a faint hint of spiciness on the back of the 
pallet. River Pilot Rye is the perfect beer for any occasion and pairs nicely with foods desiring 
a flavorful yet unobtrusive beer. 

 
ROTATING TAP 
Yellow Boots Kolsch (4.8% ABV / 25 IBU) 
Kolsch is a German beer characterized by a soft, rounded palate comprised of a delicate 
flavor balance between soft yet attenuated malt and an almost imperceptible fruity 
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sweetness from fermentation. A gentle and thoroughly enjoyable beer with very light 
bitterness, Yellow Boots is the perfect beer for anytime of the day. Named after the yellow 
rubber boots that co-owner, Michelle, can be seen wearing around the brewery. Prost! 

 
Keelhauled Triple IPA (10% ABV / 95 IBU) 
This is a massively hopped IPA featuring some of the latest and greatest forms from the hop 
industry, including hop extract for bittering and Cryo Hops in the boil. Keelhauled Triple is 
also supported by a generous malt backbone of 2 Row Pale and Victory malts. Finished off 
with a giant double dry-hop of Simcoe hops making it a delicious and well-rounded Triple IPA! 

 
Lost Jetty Soursop Saison 
Take a trip on the tropical side with this delicious spring Saison. Brewed with our friends 
from Lost Grove Brewing in Boise, ID. Filled with notes of pineapple, strawberry, tangerine, 
passion-fruit and lemongrass that can not only be smelled, but tasted as well. Thoughts of 
umbrella drinks and white sandy beaches come to mind after each sip of this tasty 
concoction. Brewed with Pilsner, Vienna, White Wheat and caramunich malts, then paired 
with Hallertau Blanc hops. Finally, 84 pounds of Soursop/Tangerine puree were added to 
make this beer complete. This brew pairs nicely with many different things including a hard 
day at work, so sit back, relax, and let this beer whisk you off to a more tropical frame of 
mind! 

 
Fanboy Juice Bomb Hazy (6.2% ABV / 51 IBU) 
For those of you whose first question is "What do you have that's hazy?" well cheer you go 
you fanboy you!! Our second iteration of the fabled NE IPA includes pale, pils, white wheat 
and a bunch of oats for that delightful juicy mouthfeel you've come to love and adore. Hops 
you ask? Well, of course! Motueka, Mosaic and Mandarina Bavaria to be exact and 
generous amounts at that. There you have it....all the best things in the hazy world, all 
delivered right to your glass! So grab a pint, raise your lighter in the air, and drink up cause 
there's no shame in drinking a Fanboy Juice Bomb. 

North Sound Brewing-Mount Vernon 
Cask Conditioned Mango 101 Imperial IPA w/Gin soaked oak chips (10.1% ABV) 

Coconut/Hazelnut Goosetown Brown Ale on Nitro (7.1% ABV) 

(FRI) Chardonnay Barrel aged Loganberry Sour (5.5% ABV) 

(FRI & SAT) Brandy Barrel aged Big R Imp. Red Ale (8.6% ABV) 

(SAT & SUN) Bourbon Barrel Big R Imperial Red Ale (8.6% ABV) 
 

(SAT & SUN) Rotating Barrel aged Sours 
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Odd Otter Brewing-Tacoma 
Ottermelon Hefeweizen (5% ABV / 12 IBU) 

Odditea Coconut Chai Brown Ale (6.4% ABV / 24 IBU) 

Oddly Foggy Hazy IPA 

Odin Brewing-Tukwila 
Freya's Gold Helles Lager 

Galactic Space Dragon IPA 

N/A lemonade (for a shandy with either beer or on its own) 

Old Schoolhouse Brewery-Winthrop 
Ruud Awakening IPA/ American IPA (8.0% ABV / 75 IBU) 

Imperial Stout/ Imperial Stout (9.9% ABV / 60 IBU) 

Epiphany Pale Ale/ American Style Strong Pale (6.0% ABV / 50 IBU) 

Optimism-Seattle 
B.E. Juicy NE IPA (7.7% ABV) 
Notoriously hazy, the New England style IPA has explosive flavor without the bitterness. If 
you don't know, now you know. 

 
Hello, World! Helles Lager (4.5% ABV) 
A subtle beer with a full body. It is slightly sweet, lightly fruity with a grainy flavor. It’s a great 
introduction to craft beer or, for avid beer-drinkers, a great introduction to the evening. 

 
(FRI) Try Belgian Trippel (9.6% ABV) 
If a beer & champagne had a baby... This Belgian Trippel is a bit sweet and strong. Perfect for 
celebrations. 

 
(SAT) Bourbon Barrel Aged Before the Dawn (9.3% ABV) 
Imperial Stout Aged in Bourbon and Rye Barrels. We took our imperial stout, ...Before the 
Dawn, and aged in Buffalo Trace bourbon and rye barrels then blended together. 

 
(SUN) Solarpunk Sour Raspberry Sour (5.1% ABV) 
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Our sour beers are made with real fruit and have been aged in new American oak barrels. 
This is the first in our summer sour series. 

Pacific Brewing & Malting-Tacoma 
Hazy Rage IPA (5.8% ABV) 
Juicy, hazy, easy on the bitterness and aggressively dry-hopped with Amarillo, Citra and 
Comet. 

 
1897 Pale Lager (5.0% ABV) 
Crisp, clean, refreshing American-style lager. 

 
Potomac Citra Pale Ale (6.1% ABV) 
Single-hopped pale with notes of citrus and tropical 

 
Dirty Skoog Double IPA (8.1% ABV) 
Assertively hopped with loads of classic NW hops. 

Paradise Creek Brewery-Pullman 
Huckleberry Pucker Berliner Weisse (4.6% ABV) 
It’s back! This award-winning Berliner Weisse Sour has developed a cult-like following. Two 
sips and you will know why. 

 
Huckleberry Pucker Shandy (4.4% ABV) 
If you like the Huckleberry Pucker, you will love the Shandy version. The addition of Lemonde 
makes it a little less tart and the most drinkable beer we have ever made. Even if you don't 
like beer, you will go nuts for this sour. 

 
Cran-gerine Pucker Berliner Weisse (4.5% ABV) 
Take the tartness of our Berliner Weisse base, add Cranberry and Tangerine to the fermenter 
and you get this new favorite flavor bomb. Tart Puckery Refreshing! 

 
The Arbiter IPA (6.7% ABV) 
Lots of late addition hops bring forward a great hop aroma then we dry hop this IPA with 
generous amounts of Galaxy, Citra, Mosaic and Sorachi Ace hops to give a punch of 
pineapple, passion fruit orange and lemon. A slight haze guarantees the flavor is still there. 

 
Scottish Stovepipe (6% ABV) 
Our multiple award winning Scottish delivers just the right amount of smoke and peat to 
compliment the malt front end of this very food friendly beer. This beer has no hop 
bitterness. 

 
MooJoe Coffee Milk Stout (5.5% ABV) 
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For the morning after, fresh roasted course ground coffee cold brewed right in the 
conditioning tank with our big bold creamy Milk Stout. First thing in the morning or all day 
long, we don't judge. 

 
Spring Colab Guava Peach Saison w/ Iron Goat Brewing (6.6% ABV) 
Partnered with our friends at Iron Goat Brewing in Spokane, we brewed an amazing guava- 
peach Saison. The fruit imparting notes of peach, strawberry, and pear added to the 
fruitiness typical of a fine Belgian yeast and a lot of rich Munich malt make this orange 
colored beer a worthy beverage. 

 
(FRI) Culture Shock Series: Brandy Barrel Blonde Sour (6.2% ABV) 
A tart, funky sour beverage that aged for 20 months in a fresh brandy barrel. Delightful 
complexity with hints of oak, vanilla bean, caramel, and cherry. 

Pike Brewing-Seattle 
Pike IPA (6.0% ABV) 
*New Recipe* Pike’s flagship beer, modernized. Local hops featuring Citra balance clean malt 
character. 
  
Pike Pils (4.0% ABV) 
*Seasonal Release* Zesty, bright, and refreshing, this hoppy pilsner features light German 
malts and whole leaf Mosaic. 
  
Pike Pride Ale (4.0% ABV) 
*New Release* Brewed in support of Gay City and celebration of Seattle’s LGBTQ+ pride, this 
tangerine pale ale is dry hopped with Mosaic. 
  
Pike Wood Kilt (12.9% ABV) 
*Preview Release* Oak-aged 3 months in Dry Fly wheat whiskey and bourbon barrels, this 
scotch ale drinks smooth and rich, with a subtle smoky finish. 
  
Pike Soured Pear IPA (7.0% ABV) 
*Limited Edition Cask* Dosed with four strains of wild yeast, this sour Belgian IPA was aged on 
30 pounds of local, organic pears in each Chardonnay barrel, then cask conditioned. 
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Postdoc Brewing-Redmond 
Dissertation Double IPA (9% ABV / 88 IBU) 
Dissertation is a double-dry-hopped Double IPA with an intense amount of Galaxy, Mosaic, 
Citra, and Simcoe. It pours a vibrant gold with generous aromas of juicy passionfruit, ripe 
mango, earthy pine, and bright citrus. Although Dissertation is quite strong and showcases an 
enormous amount of hop character, it remains smooth and drinkable with a clean finish and 
pleasant bitterness. *SILVER MEDAL AT 2017 WASHINGTON BEER AWARDS* 

 
Pop quiz #9 Hazy IPA (6.4% ABV / 43 IBU) 
Hazy straw in color with a fluffy head, this iteration is made with barley, spelt, white wheat 
and a gaggle of flaked grains. Medium low bitterness and a silky body are hopped with 
abandon. Denali, Galaxy and Citra overload the olfactory senses with a tropical fruit salad and 
a touch of dank and forest floor. Pencils down! It's time for a beer! 

 
Lager Rhythmic Dry Hopped Lager (5.5% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Bright as a sunbeam, this lager delivers clean, German pilsner malt with a dose of wheat. 
Centennial hops in the kettle then finished by dry hopping with Centennial, Azacca and 
Mosaic to bring some delicate citrus and passion fruit aromas. A mild, balanced bitterness 
brings it all together. 

 
Blondilocks Radler (4.6% ABV / 16 IBU) (rotating) 
(FRI) Pineapple Mojito Blondilocks 
If you like a traditional Mojito, you will love this version of our Blonde Ale. Pineapple and lime 
juice and lots of fresh mint makes this a very refreshing must have! 
(SAT) Mango Blondilocks 
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A harmonious combination of Mango and Blondilocks with a finish so thirst-quenching it’s 
hard to have just one! 
(SUN) Grapefruit Blondilocks 
Blondilocks Blonde Ale blended with fresh, unfiltered, organic grapefruit juice. 

 
(FRI) Hogus Maximus Extremis Barrel Aged (14.4% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Hogus Maximus Extremis is not only the most potent beer we have made to date, but also 
the most intensely nuanced, boasting flavors of bourbon saturated vanilla bean, 
marshmallows impossibly toasted to a uniform golden brown, rich almond liqueur, English 
toffee candies, a touch of toasted coconut, and a lingering sense of hedonism. 

 
(SAT) Evans Kriek Flanders Red with Pie Cherries Barrel Aged (6.6% ABV/ 15 IBU) 
Evans Kriek is a traditional Flanders style Red Ale with a Redmond touch. This beer 
underwent a mixed-fermentation with saccharomyces, brettanomyces, lactobacillus, 
pediococcus, and sherry flor yeast. After extensive aging in oak barrels, we conditioned the 
beer atop a generous portion of pie cherries. The result is brightly acidic and deeply complex. 

 
(SUN) Barrel-Aged Demon Star Imperial Stout (9.9% ABV / 66 IBU) 
The existence of the Demon Star was first recorded over 3000 years ago on an Egyptian 
calendar of lucky and unlucky days. Later it was determined to be an eclipsing binary star, 
and more recently it was discovered to be a tertiary star system. Like the story of the Demon 
Star, our Imperial Stout gets more complex over time. It is a beer to be respected and 
adored. Thick, rich, and powerful, Demon Star boasts a complex palate of dark chocolate, 
roasted coffee, and smoke under a warming blanket of viscous malt. Despite humanity’s best 
efforts, language has not yet evolved to the point to adequately describe all of the intricacies 
of this delicious beverage. 

 
Gin Barrel Aged Gose (8.6% ABV / 25 IBU) 
After aging in freshly emptied Woodcut Gin barrels with some added botanicals, this gose 
throws aromas of lime leaves, lime zest, coriander and a soft white pepper note. The flavors 
are bright and full of fresh citrus and briney, woody gin. A clean acidity and light salinity 
finishes every sip, begging you for another. 
Ravenna Brewing-Seattle 
Barrel Aged Guava Gose (4.4% ABV) 

Barrel Aged Passionfruit Sour (4.8% ABV) 

Barrel Aged North Potion Berliner Weisse (3.5% ABV) 

Big Secret Hazy Double IPA (8.6% ABV) 

Jalapeño Kolsch (5.6% ABV) 
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Lion Tamer Bourbon Vanilla Porter 

Special Rotating Tap 

Redhook Brewery-Seattle 
Tangelic Halo IPA (5.5% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Redhook’s Summer Seasonal IPA 

 
Transparent Reality, Pilsner (5.9% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Northwest Pilsner made with Skagit Valley Copeland Pilsner, Crystal and Azacca hops. 

 
Humulus Unum Idaho 7 IPA (6.5% ABV / 60 IBU) 
Single hopped IPA series featuring Idaho 7 as today’s star. Idaho 7 is known for its big citrus 
and tropical fruit aromatics paired with a subtle pine. Idaho 7 was paired into a hazy 
backdrop of wheat and oats. 

 
Rotating Small Batch Tap 
Various small batch brews from our innovation brewery, Redhook Brewlab 

Resonate Brewery-Bellevue 
Atomic Punk West Coast IPA (7.45% ABV) 
A hop-forward yet extremely balanced and drinkable IPA. This aggressively hopped IPA 
immediately strikes a power chord of grapefruit, tangerine, and pine flavors with a hint of 
"dankness". The malt profile provides just enough backbone to support the massive hop 
profile. 

 
(FRI & SAT) Lithium Dusseldorf Altbier (5.2% ABV) 
Description: Medium bodied with crisp, clean yet complex malt character balanced by solid 
bitterness and hop flavors. This bittersweet amber colored beer is light enough to be 
sessionable and full of flavors. 

 
(FRI & SUN) Limelight Lime + Pomegranite Gose (5.4% ABV) 
Description: A crisp, refreshing Gose brewed with Lactose Sugar. This sour goes through a 
secondary fermentation on a blend of freshly squeezed lime juice and pomegranate which 
plays perfectly against the slight salinity in a Gose. 

 
(FRI & SAT) Hazy Train New England IPA (6.9% ABV) 
Description: Inspired by the hazy, juicy IPA craze that originated from New England 
breweries, this is a tropical fruit bomb with a solid bitter undertone. 

 
(FRI & SAT) Faith No More Belgian Pale Ale (5.6% ABV) 
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Our Belgian Pale Ale (Faithfull) that undergoes a secondary conditioning on Brettanomyces. 
Moderate fruity character with a mandarin orange note and slight level of spicyness with the 
signature complex and distinct brett character. 

 
(SAT) Bicycle Race Grapefruit Radler (3.9% ABV) 
The Cyclists' Beery Thirst Quencher is a flavorful, crisp, refreshing, and low in alcohol. 

 
(SUN) Freeze Frame IPA (7.0% ABV) 
Bright hop aroma and flavors of tropical and citrus fruits (mango, papaya, tangerine, 
grapefruit) with a pleasant bitterness and crisp clean toasty malt base. 

 
(SUN) Simon & GarDunkel Dunkels Weissbier (5.6% ABV) 
Description: This dark, malty, slightly spicy wheat-based beer is refreshing while bringing a lot 
of character and complexity to the table. Great balance of wheat and yeast character found 
in a hefeweizen with the richness of a dunkel. 

 
(SUN) Hysberia Raspberry Wheat (5.2% ABV) 
Description: A crisp wheat beer fermented raspberry. Light bodied, refreshing, with a thirst 
quenching dry character that comes with just a hint of sweetness and tart raspberry note. 

River City Brewing-Spokane 
River City Red (5.6% ABV) 
Wee bit malty, crisp and clean 

 
Riverkeeper IPA (6.5% ABV) 
Old school meets new school in this 8 hop blend. 

 
Kung Fu Death Monkey DIPA (8% ABV) 
Big, smooth and juicy, Amarillo+Simcoe+Mosaic=amazing. 

 
Experience Pale Ale (5.8% ABV) 
Rotating series exploring pale ale concept 

 
Congratulator Doppelbock 2016 (8.4% ABV) 
Malt bomb aged to perfection. 8.4% abv 

 
Midnight Marmot Imperial Stout 2017 (8.7% ABV) 
British style, super smooth and complex 

 
Colonel Crusher Barley Wine (9.9% ABV) 
British style, caramel, dried fruit and biscuit notes. 
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Lime, Cilantro and Jalapeño Girlfriend Golden Ale (5% ABV) 
Mild spice, bright fruit, very refreshing 

Rooftop Brewing-Seattle 
Neutron ISA (5% ABV / 42 IBU) 
The Neutron is a small star that packs a big punch! Our Neutron ISA lives up to its name with 
Summit, Cascade, Centennial and Amarillo Hops. This ISA will knock you over with flavor but 
still manage to keep you upright. 

 
Single Hop IPA Azacca (7% ABV / 46 IBU) 
Azacca Hops are the latest craze. Big citrus and tropical fruit notes dominate the pallet. Check 
out our treatment of this fantastic hop! 

 
Glorious Basker (5% ABV / 11 IBU) 
Our Blood Orange Wheat Beer is built for basking in the Seattle sunshine! Come enjoy this 
super refreshing adult beverage on our deck! 

 
(FRI) Hoppin Honey (11.2% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Our braggot features local honey that makes up 1/3rd of the fermentable sugars in this beer. 
This big beer goes down smooth with a nice malt boday and a sweet honey finish. Only a 1/6 
barrel! 

 
(FRI) Barrel Aged Makeda Coffee Porter (5.8% ABV / 32 IBU) 
Aged for more than a year in an oak barrel, the caramel and oak only add to the bold flavors 
of chocolate malt and cold brewed coffee throughout this wonderfully drinkable porter! 

 
(SAT) Barrel Aged Makeda Coffee Porter (5.8% ABV / 32 IBU) 
Aged for more than a year in an oak barrel, the caramel and oak only add to the bold flavors 
of chocolate malt and cold brewed coffee throughout this wonderfully drinkable porter! 

 
(SAT) Belgian Quad (12.2% ABV / 39 IBU) 
Classic Belgian Quad - this beer will knock you over. Literally! Malty sweetness (but not TOO 
much) and a beautiful Belgian yeast finish. 

 
(SUN) Barrel Aged Russian Imperial Stout (8.8% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Aged in Bourbon Barrels only adds complexity and caramel oakiness to our already velvety 
smooth RIS. Boozy without being overpowering, the chocolate and roasted malts take center 
stage and provide for a full body taste experience. 

 
(FRI) TRI-IPA CASK (5.7% ABV / 60 IBU) 
This delightfully drinkable IPA features the trifecta of Mosaic, El Dorado, and Azacca hops! 

(SAT) Gateway Creamsicle CASK (5.8% ABV / 33 IBU) 
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Our favorite Gateway Hazy Pale Ale is infused with real orange pulp and a vanilla bean to 
astonishing effect. The orange-citrus from the Citra and Amarillo hops mixes just right with 
the orange and vanilla bean to create a taste just like the Creamsicle bars you loved as a kid - 
but better - because it's beer! 

Roslyn Brewing -Roslyn 
Roslyn Dark Lager (4.8% ABV / 31 IBU) 
Our original brew. It is a mild dark lager with a distinct character, and closely resembles the 
lager handcrafted by the German brewmeisters at the original Roslyn Brewery and Malting 
Company one hundred years ago. We use our own recipe of Roslyn water, fresh from the 
Cascade Mountains, four types of malted barley and three hop varieties to produce this 
smooth lager. 

 
Brookside Pale Lager (5.2% ABV) 
Brookside is a pale lager beer, made without the darker malts that we use in Roslyn Beer. It is 
hopped primarily with Yakima Hallertau hops. This light bodied German Style Lager is named 
for a neighborhood in Roslyn. 

San Juan Island Brewing -Friday Harbor 
Outer Island/IPA (6.5% ABV) 
Hop-heavy aroma, bursting with melon and apricot, followed by a palate-cleansing dry finish 

 
Bull Kelp/ESB (5.5% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Bull Kelp ESB balances toffee notes with warm biscuit malt character and finishes with a 
touch of hop bitterness. 

 
Yachter Daughter/Helles Lager (5.0% ABV / 16 IBU) 
Helles boasts a clean maltiness with a smooth medium body and dry finish. 

 
Reel Hooker/Hefeweizen (5.2% ABV / 15 IBU) 
Subdued Banana, mild clove, refreshing 

Scrappy Punk Brewing-Snohomish 
Coconut Blonde Ale (4.5% ABV / 12 IBU) 
Beautiful coconut flavor in a summer-friendly blonde ale. This is a customer favorite! 

 
Lavender Old Ale (7.8% ABV / 48 IBU) 
London Old Ale. This ain't your grandma's tea, or grandpa's beer! This classic old ale flavor 
and balance pairs surprisingly well with a lavender spice kick. 

 
Oatmeal Milk Stout (5.5% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Dark and creamy, yet surprisingly not heavy, with just a touch of roasted character giving 
chocolate notes. We swear there's no actual chocolate, but we can't promise you won't crave 
this beer like there was. 
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MANGO CHAMPAGNE IPA (6.5% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Hip and new style with a mango twist. This beer's fermentation was finished off with 
champagne yeast, making it dry yet fruity and fizzy. 

Skagit River Brewery-Mount Vernon 
False Accusations – NWIPA (6.3% ABV / 80 IBU) 
Hop Heads of the World Unite!! This is an IPA. For the IPA lover. Made with only Mosaic hops 
this IPA brings a juicy avor with a touch of fruit. Made with 100% local Skagit Valley Malts and 
North West Hops. 

 
Oak Aged Amber (6.8% ABV / 48 IBU) (Limited Release) 
This amber is focused on the malts we used from Skagit Valley Malting. Slightly toasted with a 
touch of smoke. We added oak smoked on our bar-b-que as we prepared our ribs. Look for 
the vanilla and cherry notes from the oak that balance well with the malt and hops. 

Skookum Brewery-Arlington 
POG Clouds Milkshake IPA (7% ABV) 
Lactose, Vanilla, Guava, Passion Fruit and Blood Orange 

 
Gene Pool IIPA (8% ABV) 
Mosaic, Simcoe and Nugget Hops 

 
Burned in Light Grissette (5.25% ABV) 
Grissette fermented in Wine and Gin barrels. 

 
Rotating Tap 
A Memory of Light: Barrel Aged Stout w/coffee and cinnamon 
Barren Wood: Barrel aged Barleywine 
BABS:Breakfast Stout aged in Bourbon Barrels 

Slaughter County Brewing-Port Orchard 
Brewers Choice 
TBA 

Snoqualmie Falls Brewing-Snoqualmie 
Meadowbrook Farmhouse Ale Saison (7% ABV / 15 IBU) 
This slightly tart Belgian wheat beer has a fantastic banana-ish aroma and great Saaz hop 
spiciness. 

 
Sunny Si/Citra IPA (6.6% ABV / 75 IBU) 
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This Citra hopped ale has a great tropical fruit aroma and flavor courtesy the hops. What a 
great IPA! 

SnoTown Brewery-Snohomish 
Jalapeno Blonde (5% ABV) 

Nuevo IPA (6.3% ABV) 

Loose Rooster (7% ABV) 

Blood Orange Pale Ale (6% ABV) 

Stagetime Session IPA (4% ABV) 

SnoTown Amber (5.5% ABV) 

Sound To Summit Brewing-Snohomish 
Monkeyfist Maibock (7.3% ABV / 29 IBU) 
A Blond German Lager with a Malty Backbone and a Light Caramel Taste 

 
10 O'Clock Tart (7.8% ABV) 
Belgium Style Lacto Sour with High ABV 

 
Spring Mist California Common (5.3% ABV / 15 IBU) 
California Common Style Lager. Easy Drinking and Light Amber 

 
Cucumber Kolsch (5% ABV / 16 IBU) 
Traditional Kolsch Style Ale Brewed with English Cucumbers. Fresh and Crisp 

 
Tropical Breeze Hazy IPA (6.5% ABV / 25 IBU) 
New England Style Hazy IPU Brewed with Copius Amounts of Mosaic and Eukanot Hop 

Stone’s Throw Brewery-Bellingham 
Neighborhood IPA (6.3% ABV / 80 IBU) 
Cascade, Chinook, Centennial Hops // 2-Row, White Wheat, Victory, and Munich Malt 
The classic C-hops combination of Chinook, Cascade, and Centennial hops blend to craft a 
well-rounded Northwest favorite. Dry-hopped for a prominent floral and citrus aroma, the 
sturdy malt backbone goes well with its dry and bitter taste. Pouring with a nice, slightly-hazy 
orange body, we raise one to you - our neighborhood! 

 
Two Dollah Porter (6.7% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Glacier, Cascade, Chinook, Northern Brewer Hops // 2-Row, Munich, Crystal 60, Chocolate, 
and Black Malt. Flavors of rich and lightly burnt black and chocolate grains are characters 
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balanced between malty-sweetness and minimal hop flavors. This beer is substantially more 
technical than the mountain biking trail it is named after. Enjoy! 

 
Raincountry Liquid Sunshine Lager (5.3% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Tis the season and the rain is upon us! This classic light-lager hosts the scent of rising bread 
dough and spicy herbal hops. The dry Pilsner malt backbone, complemented with an easy 
bitterness will shine light through the rainy Northwest winter. 
* 2017 Silver Medal at the WA Brewers Fest. 

 
On-Your-Left! Hefeweizen (5.9% ABV / 16 IBU) 
Mt Hood & Saaz Hops // White Wheat, Pilot Pilsner & Carapils from Skagit Valley Malt 
Light and dry, this German Bavarian wheat beer has a bright and crisp aromatic body with 
subdued banana and clove tones. Gently hopped for summer drinking, there are mild notes 
of white wine in the flavor with a slightly tart and clean finish. 

Stoup Brewing-Seattle 
(FRI) Funky Cold Bordelleaux (7% ABV) 
A rustic, bretted farmhouse ale aged for 12 months in Bordeaux wine wine barrels. It is funky 
& tart with just enough tannin to balance those elements. 

 
Berliner Weisse (3.8% ABV / 5 IBU) 
This is our take on a classic, German-style sour wheat beer. A style dubbed the champagne of 
the north by Napoleon’s troops; this beer is a clean, tart, thirst quencher. 

 
Bavarian-Hefeweizen (5% ABV / 13 IBU) 
Close your eyes, take a sip of this beer and you’re sure to be transported to a tree-lined, sun- 
speckled biergarten in Munich. We honor tradition by brewing this beer using decoction 
mashing techniques and fermenting with a German yeast strain that imparts prominent 
banana and clove notes. The wheat gives this beer a crisp, slightly tart, refreshing finish. 
AWARDS: 2016 Gold Medal-WA Beer Awards, 2015 Silver Medal-WA Beer Awards, 2014 
Gold Medal-WA Beer Awards 

 
German Style Pilsner (5.1% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Imported German 2-row barley and Hallertau Mittelfrueh hops give this German-style pils it’s 
crisp, clean character. Warning: this beer’s subtle grain sweetness, spicy hop aroma and 
refreshingly dry, hop-forward finish may elicit a spontaneous Prost! AWARDS: 2018 Silver 
Medal-Best of Craft Beer Awards, 2017 Silver Medal-SIP NW Best of the NW 

 
Citrus Question IPA 
Will Ekuanot, Enigma, Lemondrop and Idaho 7 hops play well together? The answer is YES! 
This IPA highlights the best citrus, tropical and stone fruit aromas and flavors these hops can 
give. 
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Sumerian Brewing-Woodinville 
Lucidity Pilsner: (4.5% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Classic Bohemian Czech style Pilsner. 100% German malt and 100% European hops create a 
clean and crisp lager 

 
Narcissism IPA: (6.6% ABV / 66 IBU) 
West Coast style IPA with loads of Equinox & Mosaic that create dense, dank piney aromatics 
with hints of pineapple and citrus. 

 
Hopruption Double IPA: (8.0% ABV / 95 IBU) 
Hop loaded from start to finish. With a base of Cascade and Centennial hops. Double dry 
hopped with Mosaic and Citra. Rich mouthfeel and clean balance. 

 
Unforgiven Hazy IPA: (6.5% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Straw colored, hazy New England style IPA. Worlds collide as subtropical fruity notes 
promenade with traditional northwest piney evergreen tones to deliver our take on this style. 

 
2112 Lager: (5.0% ABV / 18 IBU) 
Vienna Style Lager influenced by our neighbors south of the boarder. European malts & hops 
are combined with a special yeast from a popular long time brewery 

Ten Pin Brewing-Moses Lake 
Groove Pineapple Wheat (5.8% ABV) 

Gutterball Hazy Pale Ale (5.5% ABV) 

Fermentater Lemonaughty Potato Berliner Weisse (3.5% ABV) 

(FRI) Suicide King Imperial IPA (9.3% ABV) 

(FRI) Barrel Aged Black Eyed Katy Imperial Stout (10.7% ABV) 

(SAT) Guava Gose (5.3% ABV) 

(SAT) Barrel Aged Black Eyed Katy Imperial Stout (10.7% ABV) 

(SUN) Smokin’ Hot Blonde Ale  (5.7% ABV) 

(SUN) All About That Bas-il Herb Ale (5.8% ABV) 
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The Hidden Mother Brewery-Liberty Lake 
Pomegranate Lime Pilsner (5.2% ABV / 16 IBU) 
This organic beer is a German style pilsner infused with organic pomegranate and lime. 
Coming in at 5.2% this crisp, clean, refreshing, semi-sweet beer will immediately make you 
crave mowing the lawn to justify drinking 5 of them back to back. This beer consists of 2 
malts, and very low alpha non aggressive hops. Thirst quenching and refreshing. 

 
Imperial Russian Rye Stout (9.5 % ABV / 60 IBU) 
Robust with rye spice kicking through. 

 
Smoked porter (7.2% ABV / 35 IBU) 
Lightly smoked porter with tons of complexity. 

 
IPA (7.2 % ABV / 75 IBU) 
All organic floor malted maris otter with killer single hop profile. 

 
Smoked Red (6.4% ABV / 38 IBU) 
Sessionable with a hint of smoke and refreshing. 

 
European Pale (5.5% ABV / 55 IBU) 
All English Malt, Irish Yeast, and German hops. If there was a Cali commons from Europe it 
would be this. 

 
(SAT) Pink Peppercorn Ponderosa Pine Saison (6.9% ABV / 14 IBU) 
This complex yet light organic saison which carries funk from the beginning to end. Halfway 
through the boil I ran the hot wart through a ponderosa pine (that I cut down the morning of 
the brew) for 45 mins. The tree adds light pitch to compliment the pepper, and just ties all of 
the beer flavors together. Limited. 

 
Morel infused smoked red (6.7% ABV / 43 IBU) 
This is an organic red with a perfect combination of smoke. earth, and light malt tones. I 
drove down to Bend Oregon to pick the mushrooms, and went on to smoke a small portion of 
them in Hickory, and keep the others clean. I made an extract to infuse with, and the final 
product is a great representative of the morel flavor in a beer. 

Three Bull Brewing-Snohomish 
Belgian Strong (8.2 ABV) 

 
Aught 6 Imperial Double IPA (7.8% ABV / 65 IBU) 
Malt forward Hop back 

 
Camp Bitch Blonde (5.5% ABV) 
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Summer ale 
 

Three Bull IPA (6.2% ABV / 85 IBU) 
Perfect balanced IPA 

 
Racked Blackberry IPA (5.8% ABV / 75 IBU) 
IPA with a hint of blackberry finish 

Three Magnets Brewing-Olympia 
(Fri) Howard’s Blend b2 

 
Little Juice IPA (7.0% ABV / 50 IBU) 

Us and Them ESB (5.2% ABV / 25 IBU) 

Robust Porter (7.7% ABV / 20 IBU) 

Timber Monster Brewing-Sultan 
Blood Orange Blonde (5.8% ABV / 26 IBU) 

Sultan Savage Double IPA (8.3% ABV / 107 IBU) 

Stone Chucker Vanilla Bourbon Porter (5.5% ABV / 41 IBU) 

Top Rung Brewing-Lacey 
Shift Trade IPA: (7.1% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Tropical notes, pineapple, mango, and apricot with slightly toasty malt core. 

 
HDR IPA (7.3% ABV / 87 IBU) 
This IPA is dank with tropical notes and a hint of pineapple to round out the flavor profile and 
slightly hazy. A great bitterness balanced by a simple malt bill. 

 
Coffee Three Sixty Red (5.8% ABV / 34 IBU) 
Our Three Sixty Red with balanced malt aroma and flavor infused with locally sourced Cold 
Brew coffee added to give it a bit of a kick 

 
(Rotating) Raspberry Pastry Stout (7.6% ABV / 32 IBU) 
Like eating a raspberry pastry, this beer is full of flavor with fresh raspberries, lactose, and 
roast providing a full flavor silky stout. Donuts were added in the mash. 

 
(Rotating) Red Wine Barrel Aged Pyrolysis Imperial Stout (9.8% ABV / 40 IBU) 
Rich and complex with chocolate, cherry, and tannins from the Red Wine blend combine for a 
complex and smooth imperial stout. 
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Triceratops Brewing-Tumwater 
(SAT & SUN) Pennsyltucky Vienna Lager (4.8% ABV) 

(SAT) Pappy’s Extra Stout (6.5% ABV) 

(SUN) Collin James Irish Red (4.8% ABV) 

(FRI) Strawberry Golden Ale (6.7% ABV) 

(FRI) Liquid Swords IPA (6.5% ABV) 

Triplehorn Brewing-Woodinville 
(FRI) Barrel Aged Mystic (10% ABV) 
Belgian dark strong aged in first use Jack Daniels barrels 

 
(FRI) Pepperbelly Blonde Ale (7% ABV) 
W/ GREAT AROMATICS AND MILDLY SPICED W/ A BLEND OF 4 KINDS OF PEPPERS 

 
(FRI) Inceneratorjulbock Lager 
WITH A GREAT MALT BACKBONE AND SMOOTH ROASTY FINISH 

 
(FRI) Shakti; Farmhouse Saison (6.3% ABV) 
With notes of clove and spice 

 
(FRI) Intervention; Traditional Imperial IPA (8.8% ABV) 
That balances the line between malt and hop 

 
(FRI) Nothing Gose Unpunished (4.6% ABV) 
Kettle sour with Himalayan sea salt, coriander, and a blend of peppers 

 
(FRI & SAT) Whicked Pissah (7% ABV) 
New England hazy IPA flavor and aromatics of tropical fruit 

 
(FRI, SAT & SUN) Bloodgeon (4.8% ABV) 
Award winning American wheat fermented with blood oranges 

 
(SAT) Shaktiberry Saison 
Farmhouse saison fermented with strawberries 

 
(Sat) Barrel Aged Wolf's Cross Stout (8% ABV) 
Barrel Aged American Stout with notes of chocolate, coffee, and oak 
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(Sat & Sun) The Enabler;India Session Ale (4.9% ABV) 
With pine and citrus notes from simcoe and citra 

 
(Sat & Sun) Stupid Monk Honey Belgian Tripel (9.5% ABV) 
Brewed with local honey 

 
(SAT) Oatstanding Oatmeal Porter (6.3% ABV) 
Cocoa and Coffee Hints 

 
(SAT) Brink-182; Hoppy Punk Rock IPA (6% ABV) 
Highlighted By Notes Of Pineapple And Grapefruit With An Assertive Hop Finish 6% 

 
(SAT) Twee Kettle Sour (3.8% ABV) 
A Tart Kettle Sour With Notes Of Apricot 

 
(SUN) Mellow Out Dad Lavender Saison (5% ABV) 
Lavender Infused Farmhouse Saison 

 
(SUN) Brink-182; Hoppy Punk Rock IPA (6% ABV) 
Highlighted By Notes Of Pineapple And Grapefruit With An Assertive Hop Finish 

 
(SUN) Bygg Vin 2017 Barleywine (12% ABV) 
With Notes Of Toffee, Caramel Followed By Citrus, Oak, And Bourbon 

 
(SUN) Nitro N3m3si5 Imperial Milk Stout (10% ABV) 
Mocha Goodness With A Kick! 

 
(SUN) Landwink Flagship IPA (6.9% ABV) 
Well Balanced Malt Backbone And Hop Notes Of Floral And Citrus 

Two Beers Brewing-Seattle 
Wonderland Trail IPA (7.1% / 84 IBU) 
Featuring a seamless blend of Washington-grown Amarillo, Citra, Mosaic and Cascade hops 

 
Overhang Imperial Porter (12.9% ABV / 60 IBU) 
Aged in bourbon barrels for six months with cocoa, cinnamon and a touch of cloves. 

 
Fall Line Russian Imperial Stout (12% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Aged in brandy barrels for six months on cherries, vanilla and cacao nibs. 

 
Mango Passionfruit IPA (6.4% ABV / 58 IBU) 
Bursting with fruit aroma balancing clean hop bitterness 
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Lima Loca Mexican Lager (3.8% ABV) 
 

Evo IPA with Pineapple (6.2% ABV / 70 IBU) 

Waddell's Brewing-Spokane 
Barrel Aged Imperial Alligator Oatmeal Stout (11.5% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Big thick barrel aged stout awesomeness 

 
Basic Batch Vanilla Coffee Cream Ale 
Brrewed with Lactose, Tahitian vanilla beans and Roast House cold brewed coffee. 

 
Mexican Lager (5% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Sea salt & lime add for a most awesome Mexican lager 

 
5 Mile IPA (7% ABV / 27 IBU) 
Super fruity IPA with Citra, Mosaic, Chinook hops 

Walking Man Brewing-Stevenson 
Black Cherry Stout (7.2% ABV / 35 IBU) 
This complex brew offers big, chocolate, coffee flavors that mesh beautifully with sweet, rich 
cherries in this unique twist on our classic Oatmeal Stout. 

 
Trespasser - NE IPA (7% ABV / 50 IBU) 
A hazy IPA with Mosaic, Citra, and El Dorado hops and dry hopped twice gives this beer a 
pleasantly unique hop character. Brewing with oats makes for a smooth drinking beer and a 
big body that plays well with the juicy, fruit forward hops. 

 
Red Alt Bier Style Ale (5.2% ABV / 30 IBU) 
Our take on a German style alt bier. The malt profile is caramel sweet and well balanced with 
the hopping. This was a Gold Medal winner at the 2014 GABF. 

Wenatchee Valley Brewing-Wenatchee 
Hopsicle DIPA (8% ABV / 90 ABV) 
Double IPA. Floral, Hoppy, Dangerous 

 
Poe Ridge American IPA (6.7% ABV / 66 IBU) 
Citrusy, Sweet, Full-Bodied 

 
Overlord Pale Ale (6.5% ABV / 54 IBU) 
Northwest Pale Ale Balanced, Smooth, Fruity 

 
Hydroelectric Hefeweizen 
American Hefeweizen. Smooth, Hazy, Wheaty 
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White Bluffs Brewing-Richland 
Nectar of the Gods IPA (6.7% ABV / 60 IBU) 
A Simple 2-Row Malt bill with a touch of wheat to allow the hops to shine. Packed with Citra, 
Columbus, Mosaic and Galaxy hops to deliver a juiciness and high drinkability. 

 
Biere De Garde French Farmhouse Ale (6.9% ABV / 25 IBU) 
Brewed in the tradition of a true French Farmhouse ale. This is a nice clean, malty, low 
hopped beer that is conditioned to show the characteristics of an aged lager. 

 
Red Alt Bier Style Ale (5.2% ABV / 30 IBU) 
Our take on a German style alt bier. The malt profile is caramel sweet and well balanced with 
the hopping. This was a Gold Medal winner at the 2014 GABF. 

 
Kaptain Kölsch (4.8% ABV / 18 IBU) 
Brewed in the German tradition with a malt background of Pilsner with just a touch of wheat 
for ease of drinkability. Hopped with Tettnang and Halletauer for perfect balance. 
Refreshing and highly drinkable. 

Young Buck Brewing-Spokane 
'It's Got Electrolytes!' Gose (4.0% ABV) 
Our house Gose uses Himalayan pink salt and is soured in the fermenter, resulting in a 
smooth tartness and subtle mineral quality. 

 
Friggin' Millenials Pale Ale (5.4% ABV / 50 IBU) 
Packed with Ekuanot and Summit hops – it’s like a mountain of grapefruit zest, with a chaser 
of free-range papaya juice. 

 
Side Hustle IPA (6.0% ABV / 65 IBU) 
Dry hopped 

 
Farmhouse Funk 3.5 (6.4% ABV / 5 IBU) 
The fourth release in our barrel-aged blended sour line - this one is a blend of Chardonnay 
barrel Belgian Golden Ale on apricots and Merlot barrel tart Saison. 

 
The Sage Oud Bruin (9.3% ABV / 5 IBU) 
Aged in four different red wine barrels for 14 months, this sour Imperial Brown features 
roasted pumpkin and sage in the mash. 

192 Brewing-Kenmore 
Shticky Blonde Ale (6.75% ABV / 22 IBU) 
Blonde Ale with Wilde Honey 
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Sundown Amber Rye (5.5% ABV / 45 IBU) 
Amber Ale with rye. 

Wally Hop-Skip Double IPA (8% ABV / 65 IBU) 

Shed Light (3.5% ABV / 20 IBU) 
Light bodied ale with citrus finish. 

20 Corners Brewing-Woodinville 
(FRI) Ground Rush West Coast IPA (6.2% ABV) 
A showcase of some of our favorite hops - Simcoe and Mosaic, Ground Rush is crafted with a 
simple malt bill and a clean yeast profile, allowing the hops to be center stage in this 
cornucopia of pine, citrus rind, and dank. 

 
(FRI) 4.20 Pounds Per Barrel New England IPA (5.7% ABV) 
A collaboration IPA brewed with Redhook Brewing featuring hemp seeds and 4.2 lbs per 
barrel of Galaxy, Simcoe, and Mosaic hop hash. The result is a hazy juice bomb with a nose 
that is bursting with flavors of peach, apricot, and coconut, balanced by a soft mouthfeel and 
a smoothly bitter finish. 

 
(FRI & SUN) Mountain Berry Gose w/ Blackberry, Elderberry, and Huckleberry (4.9% ABV) 
Our version of an unusually delightful beer style, paying homage to the sour wheat beers 
originally brewed in Goslar, Germany hundreds of years ago using sea salt and coriander. We 
elevated the style by incorporating locally foraged fruit, lovingly hand-picked by our Head 
Brewer. The result is a refreshing sour ale with a bounty of berry flavors. 

 
(FRI) General Campbell Wheat Beer w/ Raspberry, Pineapple & Blueberry (5.0% ABV) 
General Campbell is named in honor of Kristine Campbell, Brigadier General of the United 
States Army, Washington State native, and close friend of the 20 Corners’ family. This 
American Wheat Beer was conditioned atop copious amounts of raspberry, pineapple, and 
blueberry, resulting in a vibrant rose-colored beverage with nuanced fruit character and a 
refreshingly dry finish. 

 
(FRI & SAT) Four Roses Barrel Aged Old Works Imperial Russian Stout (10.2% ABV) 
Rich flavors of Chocolate and Espresso blend perfectly with Four Roses oak and bourbon, 
decadent yet dry. 

 
(SAT) Dunce Cap Double IPA (8.0% ABV) 
This collaboration with Valley House Brewing has a super light malt body for a double IPA, 
allowing the pineapple and citrus notes from Citra and Azacca to shine through. 

 
(SAT) Autonomous Classic American IPA (7.2% ABV) 
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Autonomous IPA is a quintessential West Coast IPA designed to showcase PNW hops. 
Abundant aromas of grapefruit, pine resin, and dank greenery are provided by generous late 
and dry hop additions of Columbus, Cascade, Citra, Simcoe and Mosaic. Minimal malt 
character and a dry finish allow the layered hop flavors and assertive hop bitterness take 
center stage. 

 
(SAT) Vagablonde Kölsch (5.5% ABV) 
Think of Kölsch like the ale equivalent of a pilsner: crisp, approachable, and extremely 
drinkable. Our Vagablonde is the perfect refreshment for outdoors activities or anytime you 
want to drink something simple with integrity. 

 
(SAT) Golden Barrel Aged Sour Sour Ale (5.5% ABV) 
Collaboration with Spada Farmhouse Brewery. Oak aged with a blend of Brettanomyces, 
Pediococcus and Lactobacillus, then finished with peaches. 

 
(SAT) Pepper Lager Vienna Lager infused with Chilli Peppers (6.2% ABV) 
Tons of Vienna malt provide a hint of sweetness to this dry lager which has been infused with 
a special blend of hot chili peppers. 

 
(SUN) Ground Rush West Coast IPA (6.2% ABV) 
A showcase of some of our favorite hops - Simcoe and Mosaic, Ground Rush is crafted with a 
simple malt bill and a clean yeast profile, allowing the hops to be center stage in this 
cornucopia of pine, citrus rind, and dank. 

 
(SUN) Dunce Cap Double IPA (8.0% ABV) 
This collaboration with Valley House Brewing has a super light malt body for a double IPA, 
allowing the pineapple and citrus notes from Citra and Azacca to shine through. 

 
(SUN) Calcutta Saison w/ Ginger, Citrus Peel, and Coriander (6.2% ABV) 
Named after the capital city of India’s West Bengal State, Calcutta is known for many 
beautiful things, one being the robust variety of spices available in their markets. This beer is 
refreshingly bone dry and full of character from the use of ginger, citrus peel, and coriander. 

 
(SUN) Mountain Berry Gose w/ Blackberry, Elderberry, and Huckleberry (4.9% ABV) 
Our version of an unusually delightful beer style, paying homage to the sour wheat beers 
originally brewed in Goslar, Germany hundreds of years ago using sea salt and coriander. We 
elevated the style by incorporating locally foraged fruit, lovingly hand-picked by our Head 
Brewer. The result is a refreshing sour ale with a bounty of berry flavors. 

 
(SUN) Cow Tippin Milk Porter (4.5% ABV) 
Light and easy drinking with subtle notes of chocolate and a creaminess from lactose 
additions, make this beer like adult chocolate milk. 
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(SUN) Ghost Trees New England IPA (6.5% ABV) 
Super Hazy, juicy New England style IPA. Notes of 

210 Brewing-Arlington 
210 Blonde Ale (5.3% ABV / 10 IBU) 
A Traditional Belgian wheat beer flavored with coriander and fresh orange. 

 
210 IPA (7% ABV / 85 IBU) 
A hoppy west coast IPA brewed with two row malt and light crystal malt. CTZ centennial hops 
add the spicy hop flavor. 

 
210 Double Rye IPA (9% ABV / 83 IBU) 
A Rye IPA brewed with mosaic and citra hops, it is a robust and malty red colored ale with 
floral hop overtones throughout. 

 
210 Berliner Weisse 
This is sour wheat beer from the Berlin region of Germany. Our berliner weisse beer is a 
combination of wine barrel aged light lager which was inoculated with brettanomyces wild 
yeast, blended with barrel aged light lager. The result is a nicely balanced tarty yellow wheat 
beer with strong hints of oak from the wine barrels. 

54-40 Brewing-Washougal 
Kascadia Kölsch-style Ale (4.8% ABV / 20 IBU) 
2017 Gold medal WA Beer Awards. A simple and delicate beer. Our Kölsch-style ale is brewed 
to bring together veteran and first time craft-drinkers alike. It’s straw colored and has a crisp 
finish with light notes of honeysuckle. 

 
Half Cocked IPA (6.8% ABV / 70 IBU) 
2018 Silver medal Best of Craft beer awards. A citrus forward NW IPA brewed with Galaxy, 
Strata, Mandarina Bavaria, and Citra hops. The bold aromatics of this light bodied IPA lead to 
lovely hoppy flavor without being overly bitter. 

 
Zeppelin American Amber Ale (5.6% ABV / 25 IBU) 
We dry hop our amber with a rotating selection of northwest grown hops. The current 
selection features Cascade and Denali hops for a floral and pine aroma. The malt character of 
this delicious amber is simple and balanced that lends itself to being a great beer to stick with 
all night. 

 
Cucumber Gose Well w/ Lime (5.0% ABV / 12 IBU) 
Kettle sour with fresh fruit. Our latest gose was brewed to be one hell of a summer sipper. 
We used the lime zest from 250 limes, along with 171 cucumbers that were added in bright 
tank for a beautiful aroma that lends excellent drinkability. Refresh and relax. 
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7 Seas Brewing-Tacoma 
Ballz Deep Double IPA (8.4% ABV / 84 IBU) 
A Big, Bold, and Balanced double IPA - a slightly sweet malt flavor accompanied by WA hops 
going berserk on bitterness flavor and aroma. 

 
Water Chopper Gose (7% ABV) 
Sour. Salty. Rad. Fermented with Lactobacillus in conjunction with our house ale strain, 
added San Juan Island sea salt, and a pinch of coriander 

 
Never Say Die Nomadic IPA (6.3% ABV / 72 IBU) 
A softly bitter, light/medium golden summer IPA that delivers aromas of mango and 
tangerine. 

 
Cascadian Dark Ale (CDA) (7.0% ABV / 65 ABV) 
Welcome to the dark side of IPAs. Brewed with de-husked black & caramel malt, & 
generously hopped with Columbus, Centennial & Amarillo. Our CDA achieves layers of hop 
character balanced by a hint of roast and a smooth lingering finish. 

 
7 Seas Pilsner (5.2% ABV / 32 IBU) 
Our NW spin on a classic style. Brewed with NW Pale & Pilsner malt, hopped with Sterling & 
Cascade, this brew is provides an extremely refreshing, dry, & crisp authentic Pilsner 

 


